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ABSTRACT: Recently, as the offshore structures are operated in the deep-sea oil fields, interest in the analysis of relative wave elevation
around platforms is increased. In this study, it is examined how the analysis results differ depending on the characteristics of the wave
probe when interpreting the relative wave elevation in the model test. First, by conducting the wave probe comparison experiment in the
two-dimensional wave tank, it is confirmed how the measured values differ according to the type of wave probe for the same physical
phenomenon. Two types of wave probe are selected, the resistance type and the capacitance type, and the causes of the difference in
measured values is studied. After that, the model test of the semi-submersible platform is conducted to investigate the relative wave elevation.
Relative wave elevation is measured with the wave probes used in the wave probe comparison experiment and analyzed to estimate the
asymmetric factor and the extreme upwell. The results between the two types of wave probes are compared, and qualitative study for the
cause of the difference is conducted by photographing the physical phenomenon using a high-speed camera. Through the above study, it is
confirmed that the capacitance type wave probe shows a larger measured value than the resistance type under the breaking-wave condition,
and the same results are obtained for the asymmetric factor and the extreme upwell. These results is thought to be due to the difference in
the measurement principle between wave probes, which is whether or not they measured water bubbles. This implies that the model test
should be conducted using appropriate wave probes by considering the physical phenomenon to be analyzed.

1. Introduction

clearance in the design stage of offshore structures.
It is well known from experimental and numerical studies that the

Recently, interest in the relative wave elevation around offshore
structures is increasing as oil field development moves from shallow
waters to the deep sea and offshore platforms are installed in harsher

nonlinear components account for 30% or more in wave elevation
around column type structures under some extreme sea states(Kriebel,
1992). That being so, predictions for relative wave elevation based on

environments. In 1995, a wave known as the New Year Wave occurred
near the Daupner offshore platform in the North Sea, rising to 25.6 m,
even though the significant wave height of sea state was 12 m, and

conventional linear theories have limitations, and to estimate and
predict the relative wave elevation near offshore structures, it should
be analyzed with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations or

causing a great deal of damage to the platform. In 2015, a large wave
caused the significant damage to the portside column of the COSL
Innovator, which is a semi-submersible drilling rig, and causing one

model tests that can include nonlinear components. These analyses are
particularly necessary around the columns of structures, because these
areas exhibit strong nonlinearity. As the studies using CFD

fatality and four injuries. In addition, 29 accidents due to high wave
elevation around offshore platforms were officially reported from
2000 to 2017 (Kvitrud and Loland, 2018). Thus, many classification

simulations, Iwanowski et al. (2009) and Matsumto et al. (2010)
analyze the relative wave elevation around semi-submersible platform
using the commercial software ComFLOW under regular waves and

societies provides the guideline and rules regarding the prediction of
relative wave elevation around offshore structures (ABS, 2018;
DNVGL, 2019), and these documents are used when declaring deck

compared their results with experimental results. And Lee et al. (2014)
analyzed the relative wave elevation under irregular waves with
100-year return period. However, for such CFD simulations, the
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reliability and accuracy should be verified; thus, model tests must be
performed. To reduce the time cost of simulations, researchers have
proposed simple methods for predicting relative wave elevation that

high-speed camera, and the cause of the differences in the measured
value was discussed.

consider the nonlinearity of wave elevation by multiplying an
asymmetric factor to the linear theory-based results(Stansberg, 2014;
Pessoa et al., 2018). However, classification society requires the

2. Wave Probe Characteristic

verification of the asymmetric factors for new types of offshore
structures through model tests (DNVGL, 2019). For these reason,
model tests provide a standard of verification for relative wave
elevation analysis; therefore, accurate measurements are necessary for
understanding the characteristics of relative wave elevation.
In model tests, measurement for relative wave elevation are
performed using a wave probe that is attached to a platform hull with a
jig. The wave probes that are mainly used in model tests can be
divided according to their measurement principles into the resistance
type and the capacitance type, and the characteristics of the two types
differ. Through various model test, we found that the measured values
differ according to the differences in the wave-probe properties even
when waves are measured under the same physical phenomenon, but
no previous reports on this topic have been found. Even in the
guidelines for offshore structure model tests provided by the ITTC
(2017), there are no recommendations regarding this topic. Guidance
documents for relative wave elevation of classification society also do
not provide any standards regarding the properties of model test
measurement devices (ABS, 2018; DNVGL, 2019). The difference in
measurements, which are caused by the probes’ measurement
principles, are an important problem in analyzing physical
phenomena; therefore, in-depth research on this topic is needed.
In this study, the differences of analysis results for the relative wave
elevation around semi-submersible platforms due to the characteristics

Comparison Experiments
Before the model tests, experiments were conducted to compare the
wave probe characteristics. These experiments were performed in the
2D wave tank of Korea Research Institute of Ships and Ocean
engineering (KRISO). The objective of the experiments was to
examine the differences in the measured wave height according to the
measurement principles of the wave probes. Resistance- and
capacitance-type probes were selected to measure wave height. Fig. 1
and Table 1 present the wave probes that were used in the wave probe
characteristic comparison experiments, as well as their specifications.
The wave probes consisted of a detector line and an amplifier. The
resistance-type wave probe was manufactured using a Type 874
amplifier made by MARIN and a steel line. For the capacitance-type
wave probe, an off-the-shelf product made by KENEK was used. The
RW (relative wave elevation) probe is a capacitance-type wave probe
that is mainly used to measure the relative wave elevation in model
tests. A Teflon line was used as the detector line, and the amplifier is
prototype product. To compare the measured value and the real value
in physical phenomena, a grid was drawn on the 2D wave tank wall,
and high-speed camera photography was performed. The wave probes
were installed so that they did not interfere with each other, and they
were installed in a straight line from the side. Fig. 2 shows the
experimental setup.

of the wave probes were examined through the model test. First, wave
probe comparison experiments were performed in a two-dimensional
(2D) wave tank, with consideration of the effect of wave probe’s
measurement principle on the measured value in the same physical
phenomenon. Then, two types of wave probes were installed in model
tests of semi-submersible platform, and the relative wave elevation
were measured. The differences between results of the probe for
relative wave elevation were analyzed using guideline provided by
classification society. In the relative wave elevation analysis, the
asymmetric factors and upwell extreme values were calculated. In
addition, the upwelling phenomenon were photographed using

(a) MARIN
(Type 874)

(b) KENEK
(CHT6-100E)

(c) KENEK
(CHT6-30E)

(d) RW
(Prototype)

Fig. 1 Wave probes used in the comparative experiment

Table 1 Specifications of the wave probes
Item

MARIN
(Type 874)

KENEK
(CHT6-100E, 30E)

RW
(Prototype)

Type

Resistance

Capacitance

Capacitance

Power supply

90–260 VAC, 50–60 Hz

210–220 VAC, 50–60 Hz

15V DC

Output voltage

10 V, 50 mA max

Dynamic Range ±7 V

Dynamic Range ±6.4 V

Linearity

0.1% of full scale

0.3% of full scale

0.5% of full scale

Temperature range

0–60 ℃

0–40 ℃

0–40 ℃

Analysis of Relative Wave Elevation Around Semi-submersible Platform Through Model Test:

(a) Position of wave probe
Fig. 2 Experiment setup for comparison of the wave probes
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(b) High-speed camera setting

(a) Steep wave condition

(b) Breaking-wave condition
Fig. 3 Comparison of measurements depending on the wave condition
Fig. 3 shows the measured wave signal from each wave-probe and
high-speed camera photographs of the wave crests depending on the
wave conditions. The measurement results for the resistance- and

probe. The difference in the measurement values is attributed to the
difference in measurement principles. For the resistance-type wave
probe, a circuit is formed between two conductive wires below the

capacitance-type wave probes were similar in the case of a steep wave
condition. However, when the slope increased and a breaking wave
occurred, the measured value of the capacitance-type wave probe at

water plane, and the wave elevation is measured according to the
difference in resistance. In contrast, for the capacitance-type wave
probe, a wire in which the axis line is a conductor is placed in the

the wave crest was larger than that of the resistance-type wave probe.
When the wave crest was examined by the high-speed camera, the
water surface (including bubbles) was at approximately 0.15 m, which

water, and the wave elevation is measured according to the change in
capacitance. Therefore, when a breaking wave is generated, the
resistance-type wave probe cannot properly form a circuit below the

is close to the measured value for the capacitance-type wave probe.
However, the water surface without bubbles was at approximately 0.09
m, which is close to the meausred value for the resistance-type wave

water plane, and the bubbles have little effect on the measured value,
whereas for the capacitance-type wave probe, there is a change in the
surrounding capacitance depending on the amount of water in the

4
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bubbles, which is measured as the wave elevation. Owing to this
difference in the measurement principles, the measurement results
differed even for the same physical phenomenon.

3. Model Test Setup
Next, model test of semi-submersible platform were performed. The
objective of the tests was to measure the relative wave elevation and
slamming pressure in front of the column of the offshore platform, and
this study focused on analyzing the relative wave elevation. The model
tests were performed in the ocean engineering basin of Korea Research
Institute of Ships & Ocean Engineering, and the model was a KRISO
standard semi-submersible platform called K-SEMI. The model scale
was determined to be 1/50, considering the possible range at which
waves could be generated in the ocean engineering basin. The model
tests were performed under survival draught conditions, and the main
dimension of model are presented in Table 2. The measurement items
consisted of the motion with six degrees of freedom, relative wave
elevation, and mooring-line tension. The mooring system was a
four-point soft spring system. Fig. 4 shows the shape of the K-SEMI
model and a photograph of the model tests being performed.
Fig. 5 shows the points at which the relative wave elevation was
measured. The measurement locations were the front of the column
(RW01-RW02), the rear of the pontoon (RW03-RW04), and the front

Table 2 Main dimensions of the K-SEMI
Main dimension

Unit

Survival draught
Prototype

Pontoon length

m

117.60

2.352

Breadth

m

82.60

1.652

Draft

m

19.00

0.380

Column width

m

16.8

0.336

Disp.

MT

56034

0.4483

GM (metacentric height)

m

3.63

0.726

Roll period

s

40.37

7.123

Pitch period

s

48.62

6.876

and bottom of the deck (RW05-RW12). The relative wave elevation
measurement location on the front of the column was set as 3 m from
the column wall (RW02) as suggested in DNVGL, to prevent the
measurements from being affected by localized wave run-up flowing
along the column wall. In addition, a relative wave elevation probe
was installed 6 m in front of the column (RW01)—slightly farther
away than RW02—for comparison of the measurement trends. To
compare the measured value according to wave-probe characteristic,
capacitance-type wave probes (RW) and resistance-type wave probes
(R-RW) were installed at 2-m intervals on the front of the column
along the width direction. The capacitance- and resistance-type wave

(a) Geometry

(b) Model test

(a) Relative wave elevation measurement points

(b) Relative wave elevation setting

Fig. 4 Model of K-SEMI

Fig. 5 Measurement of the relative wave elevation

Model (1/50)

Analysis of Relative Wave Elevation Around Semi-submersible Platform Through Model Test:

Table 3 Environmental conditions
Wave ID

Hs (m)

Tp (s)



Remarks

WHT

5.00

10–25

-

Motion & RW RAO

IRW01

17.30

16.65

3.15

IRW02

10.00

10.65

5.00

Slamming & upwell
(16 seeds)

5

conditions set by DNVGL for calculating the slamming pressure and
estimating the extreme values of the relative wave elevation. Figs. 6(b)
and 6(c) show the IRW01 and IRW02 spectra for one seed among the
16 seeds. These experiments were conducted under head-sea
conditions (a wave direction of 180°).

4. Model Test Results
probes were manufactured and used in the same way as the RW wave
probe and the Type 874 probe manufactured by MARIN, respectively,
that were employed in the wave probe characteristic comparison

Before analyzing the relative wave elevation, the response of
platform motion and relative wave elevation were analyzed. First,

experiments described in Chapter 2.
The wave conditions consisted of white-noise wave and irregular
waves, as shown in Table 3. The white-noise wave was used to analyze

motion response obtained from a white-noise test was compared with
the numerical analysis results. These numerical analysis results were
used to estimate the asymmetric factor in the relative wave elevation

response amplitude operator (RAO) of platform motion and relative
wave elevation, and waves with a period of 10–25 s was generated.
Fig. 6(a) shows the spectrum of the generated white-noise wave. The

analysis. The numerical analysis was performed using WADAM,
which is a commercial software program developed at DNVGL.
WADAM is a frequency-domain analysis program based on potential

irregular waves were selected from the range suggested by DNVGL
(2019) and DNV (2014), in which the relative wave elevation and

flow, and it solves diffraction/radiation problems by distributing a
wave green function on the structure. Details regarding the relevant

slamming pressure may be large, and 3 h of waves at the real scale

theory were presented by Lee (1995). Additionally, for a semi-

were generated with the JONSWAP spectrum. In addition, for each sea
states, waves were generated on 16 seeds with the same spectrum but
different time series. This was done to satisfy the reproducibility

submersible platform, it is possible to estimate the motion response
around the cancellation period in which the heave-motion wave
excitation force disappears only if the drag force is included in the

(c)

(a) WHT

IRW02 (seed 1)

(b) IRW01 (seed 1)

Fig. 6 Wave spectra for different environmental conditions

(a) Heave motion
Fig. 7 RAO of the semi-submersible platform vertical motion

(b) Pitch motion
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(a) R-RW01 & RW01
Fig. 8 RAO of the relative wave elevation at the front of the column
heave motion; therefore, a Morison model was used in the analysis.
Fig. 7 presents the heave and pitch motion, which were vertical

(b) R-RW02 & RW02

defined as follows considering the platform motion and the diffracted
waves.

motion. The solid lines indicate the results of the numerical analysis
using WADAM, and the symbols indicate the results extracted from
the white-noise test. As shown, the results of the numerical model
agreed well with the experimental results. In the case of the heave
motion, the numerical results was calculated similarly to that in the
model test via the Morison model around the cancellation period at
approximately 19 s. In the case of the pitch motion, the numerical
results are calculated slightly larger than the model test results after 15
s, but the difference was not large; therefore, these numerical analysis
results are used to analyze the relative wave elevation.
Fig. 8 presents the RAO of the relative wave elevation at the front of
the column. The relative wave elevation response was calculated with
consideration of the diffracted wave elevation and the platform
motion. As shown, for the relative wave elevation response, the
numerical results agreed well with the experimental results overall.
The relative wave elevation was high at approximately 21 s when the
heave motion was large. Furthermore, the motion of the structure
reduced the relative wave elevation at 15 s, where the vertical motion
had the opposite phase difference to the waves. In the longwave
region, the relative wave elevation response converge at 0 owing to the
semi-submersible platform’s property of riding waves and moving
together with them. In the shortwave region, the motion response of
the offshore structure was small but had a value of approximately 2
owing to the diffracted and radiated waves. A comparison of the values
for the capacitance- and resistance-type wave probes revealed that the
numerical analysis results and the experimental results agreed well,
and there was almost no difference in the response RAO between the
two wave probes.

5. Relative Wave Elevation Analysis Method
An analysis of relative wave elevation was performed according to
the DNVLG (2019) guidelines, and the asymmetric factor and the
extreme upwell were calculated. First, the relative wave elevation is

≡  
            
      

(1)
Here,  and   represent the diffracted wave elevation
and the vertical displacement of platform, respectively, at location
 and time t. The wave elevation can be divided into a linear

component and a nonlinear component, and the vertical displacement
of the structure can be divided into the displacement due to wave
frequency, displacement due to low-frequency motion, and mean
displacement. In Eq. (1), the subscripts  and  refer to the linear
and nonlinear components, respectively, and  and  refer to the
wave frequency and low frequency, respectively. The wave-frequency
vertical displacement can be expressed by Eq. (2) using the th
platform motion  at each location, and if the platform motion is small,
it can be approximated using the right side of Eq. (2).
          ≃         

(2)
The asymmetric factor is used to express the nonlinearity of the
relative wave elevation, and it indicates the ratio of the nonlinear
component of the wave elevation to the linear component. The
asymmetric factor  is expressed as follows:
            

(3)

   
 ex p
  

 

  
   

(4)

The asymmetric factor is found by matching the 90% percentile
extreme value of the model test and numerical analysis result, as
indicated by Eq. (4). The 90% percentile for the experiments is found

Analysis of Relative Wave Elevation Around Semi-submersible Platform Through Model Test:

by performing repeated experiments for several seeds corresponding
to each sea state, by fitting the maximum value of the relative wave
elevation for each case as a Weibull distribution. The 90% percentile
in the numerical analysis is found via the distribution of the wave
crests’ maximum values corresponding to each sea state using the
relative wave elevation response in Fig. 8 that was calculated in
Chapter 4. For details, refer to DNVGL (2019).
Next, the extreme values of the upwell were estimated. Upwell
refers to the relative wave elevation at a position (RW02) 3m from the
column wall. To find the extreme values of the upwell, it is necessary
to consider not only the wave frequency component but also the
low-frequency displacement and mean displacement caused by the
platform motion. The extreme values of the low-frequency
displacement caused by the platform motion can be calculated using
Eq. (5), assuming an exponential distribution. In this equation, σ

7

       

(6)

      
  

(7)

For the wave-frequency and low-frequency components of the
relative wave elevation in the model test data used in the
aforementioned analysis method, the spectrum density of the relative
wave elevation was checked, and each component was extracted via
low- and high-frequency pass filters, as shown in Fig. 9(a). In this
study, the data measured in the model tests were divided into
low-frequency and wave-frequency components at 0.23 rad/s and
analyzed. Fig. 9(b) presents times series of the raw data and
low-frequency and wave-frequency components. As shown, the
refined data were used to calculate the asymmetric factor and the
extreme upwell via Eqs. (4) and (5).

represents the standard deviation. The standard deviation of the
low-frequency displacement can be calculated by solving a secondary
problem using a program based on potential flow; however, in this

6. Relative Wave Elevation Analysis Results

study, the values that were calculated from the model tests were used
for an analysis based on the model tests. Mean displacement was also
used a value calculated from the model test. Finally, the extreme value

A comparison of the statistical values of the relative wave elevation
that were measured in the model tests was performed. Table 4 presents

of the upwell was calculated using Eq. (7).



   ln 

(5)

the statistical values that were calculated by extracting the maximum
values from the 16 seeds for each sea condition. For clarifying the
results in Table 4, Fig. 10 shows a time series of the relative wave
elevation measurements for some seeds and the relative wave

(a) Upwell power spectrum density

(b) Time series of each component

Fig. 9 Separation of each component from model test data example

(a) Times series of relative wave elevation around maximum value
Fig. 10 Analysis of the maximum value of the relative wave elevation

(b) Exceedance probability of wave crest
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Table 4 Statistics of the maximum value of the relative wave elevation for 16 seeds
Item

IRW01

IRW02

Unit

6 m from column

3 m from column

R-RW01

RW01

R-RW02

RW02

90% percentile (Weibull)

m

18.55

19.79

21.22

22.58

Average

m

15.65

16.43

18.28

19.37

Standard deviation

-

1.95

2.18

2.22

2.31

90% percentile (Weibull)

m

14.31

14.75

18.78

20.15

Average

m

12.90

13.43

14.75

17.96

Standard deviation

-

0.95

0.93

1.49

1.62

elevation wave crest distribution. To compare the typical statistical
values at two points, the maximum values for the 16 seeds were fitted
to a Weibull distribution, and the relative wave elevation
corresponding to the 90% percentile were calculated. The mean and
standard deviation of the maximum values were also calculated. A
comparison of the R-RW01 and RW01 values in Table 4 indicates that
the capacitance-type wave-probe results exceeded the resistance-type

Table 5 Asymmetric factor at the front of the column
6 m from column

3 m from column

R-RW01

RW01

R-RW02

RW02

IRW01

1.104

1.176

1.232

1.309

IRW02

0.843

0.875

1.073

1.158

deviations, but the capacitance-type wave probe had a larger 90%
percentile relative wave elevation and mean for both sea states. These

capacitance- and resistance-type probes was clearly observed. As
shown in Fig. 8, even though the RAO for the two types of wave
probes were almost identical to the numerical analysis results, the

results indicate that there was a significant difference in the statistical
values. When the maximum values on this two wave probes for each
seed were compared, the capacitance-type wave probe exhibited larger

calculated asymmetric factor for the capacitance-type probe was
approximately 0.03–0.08 larger than that for the resistance-type probe.
DNVGL suggests an asymmetric factor of 1.2 around offshore

maximum values than the resistance-type wave probe for all the wave
conditions of the 16 seeds. The same result was observed for R-RW02
and RW02 at points 3 m from the structure’s columns, and this can be

structures and 1.3 around the columns of structures. These values
indicate that the nonlinear component is approximately 20%–30% of
the linear component; therefore, the difference of 3%–8% in the

partially seen in the results of Fig. 10(b). The difference between the
two wave probes’ measurement values was larger at the point 3 m
from the column than at the point 6 m from the column. Analysis

asymmetric factor caused by the difference in wave probes cannot be
ignored. As shown in Fig. 11, there was a difference of approximately
0.6–1 m in the extreme upwell at RW02. This was related to the

method from DNVGL uses the distribution of maximum values to
analyze the relative wave elevation; therefore, the differences in the
measurement values caused by the characteristics of the wave probes

offshore structure’s slamming pressure, which can significantly affect
the offshore structure’s design, as it is related to declaring the deck
clearance. To clarify the cause of this, the relative wave elevation at

could affect the difference in the asymmetric factor calculated using
Eq. (4) and the extreme upwell calculated using Eq. (7).
Table 5 and Fig. 11 present the asymmetric factor and extreme

the moments when differences in measurement values occurred were
captured by a high-speed camera and analyzed.
Fig. 12 presents photographs and a wave time series showing the

upwell, respectively, obtained via the analysis methods presented in
Chapter 5. For the asymmetric factor, the difference between the

differences between the capacitance- and resistance-type wave-probe
measured value. As indicated by the photographs, many breaking

wave-probe results. The two wave probes had similar standard

(a) IRW01
Fig. 11 Extreme upwell and Largest upwell for RW02 and R-RW02

(b) IRW02

Analysis of Relative Wave Elevation Around Semi-submersible Platform Through Model Test:
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(a) Time series

(b) Side view

(c) Front view

Fig. 12 Extreme upwell and largest upwell for RW02 and R-RW02
waves occurred around the structure, and waves that caused a run-up
phenomenon along the wall bounced back and affected the wave
probes. If we discuss this phenomenon in connection with the results
of the wave probe comparison test, the water that bounced back may
not form a circuit or affect the resistance-type wave probe enough to be
measured; however, in the case of the capacitance-type wave probe,
this water can be captured as a measured value; therefore, the
capacitance-type wave probe shows larger measurement values than
the resistance-type wave probe. Also, in breaking wave condition, the
measured value of the capcitance-type wave probe was larger than the
value of resistance-type.
An analysis of relative wave elevation can be affected by the
differences in the results of the model tests that are caused by the
measurement principles of the wave probes. As such, these results
should be examined in depth. If an study which must includes water
bubble effect, a capacitance-type wave probe is appropriate for the
model tests. Otherwise, a resistance-type wave probe should be used
for the model tests. The results of this study suggest that to select a
suitable wave probe for model tests, it is necessary to examine the
physical phenomena that must be analyzed.

7. Conclusions
In this study, the differences of analysis results for the relative wave
elevation around semi-submersible platforms due to the characteristics
of the wave probes were examined through the model test. Wave probe
comparison experiments were performed to compare the measured
value according to the wave-probe characteristics in a 2D wave tank
by the differences in the wave probes’ measurement principles. In
addition, the effects of these characteristics differences on the relative
wave elevation analysis for semi-submersible platforms were
investigated. The analysis of relative wave elevation was performed
via semi-submersible platform model tests according to the method
suggested by DNVGL, and the measured values of the two types of
relative wave elevation wave probes were compared. The following
conclusions are drawn.
(1) In the breaking-wave condition in the 2D wave tank experiment,
the capacitance-type wave probe’s measurement values are larger than
those of the resistance-type wave probe. This was due to the difference
in the wave probes’ measurement principles. The resistance-type wave
probe measures the wave elevation according to the changes in
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resistance between conductors below the water plane, and these
changes in resistance are not significantly affected by the bubbles of
breaking waves. However, the capacitance-type wave probe measures

Conference.
Kriebel, D.L. (1992). Nonlinear Wave Interaction with a Vertical
Circular Cylinder. Part II: Wave Run-up. Journal of Ocean

the wave elevation according to the changes in capacitance around a
detector line; therefore, the effects of breaking-wave bubbles are
included in the measured values, making the values larger.

Engineering, 19(1), 75-99. https://doi.org/10.1016/0029-8018
(92)90048-9
Kvitrud, A., & Loland, A.H. (2018). Observed Wave Actions on

(2) The capacitance-type probe shows larger relative wave elevation
than the resistance-type wave probe in the front of the semisubmersible platform column. Thus, it was found that the capacitance-

Norwegian Semi-Submersible and TLP Decks. Proceeding of the
37th International Conference on Ocean, Offshore and Arctic
Engineering, Madrid, Spain. https://doi.org/10.1115/OMAE

type wave probe shows larger statistical values, asymmetric factors,
and extreme upwell even though the motion response and numerical
analysis results were similar for the parts where the two wave probes

2018-77008
Lee, C.H. (1995). WAMIT Theory Manual. Cambridge Mass., USA:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

were installed. The nonlinear component of the asymmetric factor was
3%–8% larger in the capacitance-type wave-probe results than in the
resistance-type wave-probe results, and the extreme upwell were

Lee, S.K., Yu, K., & Huang, S.C. (2014). CFD Study of Air-Gap and
Wave Impact Load on Semisubmersible Under Hurricane
Conditions. Proceedings of the 33rd International Conference on

approximately 0.6–1.0 m larger. The photographs using a high-speed
camera indicated that the relative wave elevation measurement values
were affected by the waves breaking around the columns and the

Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering, California, USA.
https://doi.org/10.1115/OMAE2014-24318
Iwanowski, B., Lefranc, M., & Wemmenhove, R. (2009). CFD

waves moving along the columns and bouncing back. And these
effects were more significant for the capacitance-type wave probe than
for the resistance-type wave probe. The results of this study suggest

Simulation of Wave Run-Up on a Semi-Submersible and
Comparsion with Experiment. Proceedings of the 28th
International Conference on Offshore Mechanics and Arctic

that to select a suitable wave probe for model tests, it is necessary to
examine the physical phenomena that must be analyzed.

Engineering, Hawaii, USA. https://doi.org/10.1115/OMAE
2009-79052
Matsumto, F.T., Watai, R.A. & Simos, A.N. (2010). Wave Run-Up
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ABSTRACT: Generally, tsunamis are generated by the rapid crustal movements of the ocean floor. Other factors of tsunami generation
include landslides on coastal and ocean floor slopes, glacier collapses, and meteorite collisions. In this study, two numerical analyses were
conducted to examine the formation, propagation, and deformation properties of landslide tsunamis. First, LS-DYNA was adopted to simulate
the formation and propagation processes of tsunamis generated by dropping rigid bodies. The generated tsunamis had smaller wave heights
and wider waveforms during their propagation, and their waveforms and flow velocities resembled those of theoretical solitary waves after a
certain distance. Second, after the formation of the landslide tsunami, a tsunami based on the solitary wave approximation theory was
generated in a numerical wave tank (NWT) with a computational domain that considered the stability/steady phase. The comparison of two
numerical analysis results over a certain distance indicated that the waveform and flow velocity were approximately equal, and the maximum
wave pressures acting on the upright wall also exhibited similar distributions. Therefore, an effective numerical model such as LS-DYNA was
necessary to analyze the formation and initial deformations of the landslide tsunami, while an NWT with the wave generation method based
on the solitary wave approximation theory was sufficient above a certain distance.

1. Introduction

Despite these incidents, no research has been conducted on landslide

Generally, tsunamis are fluid movements that occur during the
process of converting the potential and kinetic energies generated by

tsunamis in South Korea. Globally, there has also been a lack of
studies on landslide tsunamis. Considering the major studies on this
topic, Heinrich (1992) adopted 2D hydraulic-model experiments and

rapid crustal movements such as earthquakes and volcanoes on the
ocean floor. In addition, waves generated by coastal slope collapses,
seamount landslides, glacier collapses, and meteorite impacts are also

NASA-volume of fluid (VOF) to compare and analyze the
displacement of the water surface caused by objects sliding on a 45°
inclined plane. Monaghan and Kos (2000) adopted 2D hydraulic

classified as tsunamis. Only a few examples of damage due to
landslide tsunamis exist; however, single occurrences can trigger large
numbers of casualties. In 1963, a tsunami occurred due to the impact of

model experiments and a smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)
model to examine the shapes of water surfaces during the generation of
waves by vertically falling objects. Di Risio (2005) examined the

falling rocks and soil from a landslide that occurred in the Vajont
Valley in northern Italy, and the resulting overflow caused
approximately 2000 deaths downstream of the dam (von Hardenberg,

mechanism of water surface wave generation and propagation
according to the size of vertically falling rectangular objects in a 2D
water tank. Massel and Przyborska (2013) performed a numerical

2011). In 2015, a landslide tsunami occurred at the Daning River area
in Chongqing, Wushan County, China, causing 5 deaths and damaging
21 small ships (Xiao et al., 2018). In 2020, a tsunami occurred due to a

analysis on wave generation and propagation according to four types
of glacier collapses. Lindstrøm (2016) examined the water surface
displacement of waves generated by five types of materials sliding on

landslide caused by rainfall at a jade mine in the Hpakant region of
Myanmar, and a minimum of 172 deaths were reported (Lin et al.,
2021).

an inclined plane. Yeylaghi et al. (2017) performed a study using
incompressible SPH, which improves upon SPH in 2D and 3D, and
then compared experiments on landslide tsunamis (Heinrich, 1992;
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Rzadkiewicz et al., 1997; Monaghan and Kos, 2000; Heller et al.,
2016).
This study adopted LS-DYNA and a numerical wave tank (NWT) to

material and space velocities, respectively.
In LS-DYNA, the ALE method employs the conservation equation
from FEM to trace the mass, energy, and momentum movements

numerically analyze the generation and propagation characteristics of
landslide tsunamis. Before performing the LS-DYNA analysis, the
effectiveness and validity of the numerical model were verified by

between elements. The ALE method’s equations for mass, momentum,
and energy conservation are expressed as:

reviewing it and comparing it to numerical model experiments (Di
Risio, 2005). Subsequently, LS-DYNA’s arbitrary LagrangianEulerian (ALE) technique was adopted to investigate the waveform
and flow velocity that occurred during the processes of wave
generation and propagation due to falling objects, as well as compare it
with theoretical solitary wave. In addition, it was necessary to simulate



  ÷      




(2)



         



(3)



   ϵ      



(4)

solitary waves in an NWT to analyze their hydraulic characteristics
and compare them with landslide tsunamis in LS-DYNA.
Furthermore, the FSI-based landslide tsunami analysis method in

where ,  ,  , ϵ ,  ,  , and  denote the material’s density,

LS-DYNA and the approximation theory-based solitary wave analysis
method in the NWT were adopted to examine their effectiveness.

velocity, stress tensor, strain tensor, internal energy, mesh velocity,
time, respectively.

2. LS-DYNA Analysis

2.2 Validation of LS-DYNA
To verify the validity and effectiveness of the LS-DYNA program

LS-DYNA is a finite element method (FEM) program that is
specialized for solving complex nonlinear problems such as collisions,
collapses, material molding, etc., based on an explicit method; in
addition, it can solve problems related to complex fluid motion caused
by fluid-structure interaction (FSI).
2.1 LS-DYNA
The ALE method (Santini et al., 1998; Souli et al., 2000; Seddon et
al., 2004; Poehlmann-Martins et al., 2005) directly solves FSI by
coupling Lagrangian structures and Eulerian fluid domains, and also
recalculates the modification of elements due to excessive deformation
and the material properties of modified elements. The relationships
between the ALE equation’s material time derivative and reference
configuration time derivative are expressed as:

adopted in this study, a computational domain based on Di Risio’s
(2015) experiments was created, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The length,
height, and depth of the computational domain are 5 m, 0.2 m, and
0.1 m, respectively, and opacity was applied to both sides, the floor
and ceiling. The falling object is a rectangular polyvinyl chloride box
with vertical and horizontal dimensions of 0.1 m and 0.1 m,
respectively. Regarding the experiment conditions, 0.3 m of the box
was underwater, while 0.07 m was exposed outside the still water
surface, and then it was dropped. The fluid domain’s computational
grid comprised 0.01 m and 0.005 m horizontal and vertical
equidistant intervals, respectively. The rectangular box comprised a
computational grid with 0.02 m and 0.01 m horizontal and vertical
equidistant intervals, respectively. The material properties of the
rectangular box were the values provided by the Ansys company, and
the unit weight, Young’s modulus, and Poisson ratio were set at 1330

   
   
 
             (1)







kg/m3, 32.4 MPa, and 0.475, respectively. In addition, the fluid
(water) density was 1000 kg/m3.
When the box was dropped, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the water surface

where  ,  and  denote the Lagrangian, Eulerian, and reference

waveform presented in Fig. 3 occurred. The red circles in Fig. 2 and 3
represent Di Risio’s (2005) experimental results, while the black solid
lines depict the computational results from LS-DYNA.



coordinate systems, respectively. In addition,  and  represent the

Fig. 1 Computational domain based on Di Risio (2005)’s experiments
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Based on Fig. 3, the computational values of LS-DYNA could not
completely recreate the water level drawdown of a seismic tsunami
that occurs due to vertically falling objects; however, the overall
waveform distribution was similar. The maximum water level of the
landslide tsunami was recreated with a high level of accuracy, and the
propagation rate matched well. Accordingly, it is possible to verify the
validity and effectiveness of LS-DYNA in terms of modeling the
generation and propagation of landslide tsunamis.
2.3 Computation Conditions
In this study, a numerical water basin was created, as illustrated in
Fig. 4, to elucidate the generation and propagation processes of
Fig. 2 Comparisons of the vertical positions of a falling box

landslide tsunami waves in a numerical analysis using LS-DYNA. The
tank was set up to be 10 m longer than Di Risio’s (2005) experimental
water tank, and an impermeable vertical wall was installed at the end
of the tank. The computational grid consisted of 0.01 m horizontal and
vertical equidistant intervals, respectively. The other computational
conditions were the same as those in Fig. 1.
At WG1, WG2, and WG3 in the numerical water basin presented in
Fig. 4, the landslide tsunami and the solitary wave approximation
theory’s waveforms and flow velocities were compared, and at WG4,
WG5, and WG6, the waveforms and flow velocities that were each
calculated in LS-DYNA and the NWT were compared. In addition,
this study compared and reviewed the waveforms and wave pressure
acting on the vertical wall in LS-DYNA and NWT at WG5, which was
directly in front of the vertical wall.
2.4 Analysis Results
2.4.1 Formation of landslide tsunami
Fig. 5 presents the flow and wave fields during the process of wave
generation due to a falling object. In Fig. 5,  is based on the time
point at which the maximum water level occurs at  = 0.4 m.
Water surface deformation occurs as the falling object’s potential
energy is transferred to the fluid, and the tsunamis generated in this
manner propagate along the tank. Notably, the inflow of air that
occurred at (b)  = -0.4 s is a feature of the landslide tsunami

Fig. 3 Comparisons of experimental and numerical waveforms at
(a) WG1 and (b) WG2

generation process that was also observed in the experiments
conducted by Monaghan and Kos (2000). The wave and flow fields of
the landslide tsunami exhibited characteristics similar to a solitary
wave at (e)  = -0.1 s.

Fig. 4 Definition sketch of numerical water basin utilized for LS-DYNA simulation
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Fig. 5 Flow and wave fields according to the formation and propagation of landslide tsunamis
2.4.2 Propagation of landslide tsunami
To understand the characteristics of wave deformation during a
landslide tsunami’s propagation process, a comparison was made with
Dean and Dalrymple’s (1984) approximate solitary wave. The solitary
wave approximation formula for water-surface displacement and
vertical and horizontal flow velocities are expressed as:
 

 
  
   sech   
  










  



(5)







                  


 
 

(6)

    ), respectively.  ,  , and  represent the
wave speed (  
ratio of the surface displacement to the incident amplitude (   ),
ratio of incident amplitude to the water depth (   ), and ratio

vertical position to the water depth (   ), respectively.
Fig. 6 compares the waveform computed in LS-DYNA and the
solitary wave approximation theory waveform obtained during the
landslide tsunami propagation process. The solitary wave theoretical
waveform was calculated based on Eq. (5) using the maximum water
level obtained in LS-DYNA. In Fig. 6, (a), (b), and (c) represent WG1,
WG2, and WG3 at the 0.4 m, 5 m, and 9.3 m points, respectively. In
addition, the red circles in each graph depict the theoretical values,
while the black solid lines represent the computed values.




 

              (7)







In Fig. 6(a), it can be observed that the initial waveform of the
landslide tsunami computed in LS-DYNA was narrower than the
theoretical solitary wave with a stable waveform in which nonlinearity

where  ,  , and  denote the solitary wave’s amplitude, depth, and

and dispersion are balanced. Although the landslide tsunami caused by
the falling object exhibited an asymmetric water surface owing to

  
  tanh
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(c)  = 9.3 m

Fig. 6 Comparisons of theoretical and numerical waveforms at (a)  = 0.4 m, (b)  = 5 m and (c)  = 9.3 m
inflow and rising of bubbles, as it propagated, the wave height reduced

flow velocities at WG1, WG2, and WG3, which exhibit the water

and the waveform increased, gradually mitigating the asymmetry.
Furthermore, in Fig. 6(c), the waveform is similar to the theoretical
solitary wave, although it did not have a completely symmetrical water

surface waveform.
At WG1 in the vicinity of the point where the landslide tsunami was
generated, the horizontal flow velocity (u) computed in LS-DYNA

surface waveform owing to the effect of the inflowing bubbles when
the object fell.

was distributed more narrowly than the solitary wave’s theoretical
horizontal flow velocity, while the vertical flow velocity (w)
distribution of the computed flow velocity was considerably larger

2.4.3 Flow velocity of landslide tsunami
Figs. 7 and 8 present the horizontal and vertical flow velocities of
the landslide tsunami, together with the solitary wave’s theoretical

than that of the theoretical flow velocity. This is considered to be
because of the difference between the stable theoretical solitary wave
and the water surface waveform generated as the falling object’s

Fig. 7 Comparisons of theoretical and numerical horizontal velocities at (a)  = 0.4 m, (b)  = 5 m and (c)  = 9.3 m

Fig. 8 Comparisons of theoretical and numerical vertical velocities at (a)  = 0.4 m, (b)  = 5 m and (c)  = 9.3 m
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3. NWT Analysis

potential energy is transferred, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Consequently,
  and   are larger than the solitary wave approximation at WG1,

while   and   increase because the water level drops below the

To examine the hydraulic characteristics of landslide tsunamis that

still water level. As the horizontal and vertical flow velocities
propagate throughout the water tank, the difference between the
theoretical flow velocities decreases, and a similar distribution is

propagate beyond a certain distance, this study performed LS-DYNA
analysis, including NWT analysis, which is based on the finite
difference method. An NWT is a full non-linear 2-D Navier-Stokes

observed, just as the water surface waveform is similar to the solitary
wave. However, the horizontal flow velocity is discontinuous owing to
the effect of bubbles flowing in when the object falls, and differs from

solver (Lee et al., 2018) improved by proposing the tsunami generation
method from Lee et al. (2016) based on Hur et al. (2011).
The effectiveness and validity of NWTs were confirmed in a

the theoretical flow velocity distribution.

comparison with hydraulic model tests (Hunt, 2003) on the
propagation of solitary waves, wave shoaling on a slope beach, and
wave overtopping on a seawall in Lee et al. (2018). Furthermore, in the

2.4.4 Deformation of landslide tsunami
To analyze wave deformation characteristics resulting from the
propagation of a landslide tsunami, Fig. 9 illustrates the changes in wave
height and volume ratios compared to the theoretical solitary wave. Here,
V denotes the volume of the landslide tsunami waveform computed in
LS-DYNA.  represents the volume of the theoretical solitary
waveform. In addition,  denotes the computed wave height, while 
represents the computed wave height at point WG1 (  = 0.4 m).
As observed in the time-domain waveform comparison with the
theoretical solitary wave in Fig. 6, Fig. 9 demonstrates that the
waveform is narrow, while the wave height is high during the initial
generation of the landslide tsunami. The wave height of the generated
landslide tsunami decreased, while the volume in comparison to the
solitary wave increased; then, beyond a certain distance, the range of
change decreased significantly. This is because, as the generated
landslide tsunami propagated, it entered a stable/steady state in which
nonlinearity and dispersion were balanced. Consequently, the
landslide tsunami’s waveform became similar to the theoretical
solitary wave at  = 9.3 m, and the horizontal and vertical flow
velocities were also similar to the theoretical solitary wave, as
illustrated in Fig. 6(c), 7(c), and 8(c). At  = 9.3 m,  was 0.58,
while  was 0.91, and it was determined that the landslide tsunami
had entered an almost stable/steady state.

study conducted by Lee et al. (2019), experimental results (Synolakis,
1987) on the phenomenon of solitary wave run-up on a beach were
reproduced in an NWT with a high degree of agreement.
3.1 Governing Equation
The NWT’s governing equation comprises the following equation of
continuity for making solitary waves in an incompressible and viscous
fluid, as well as a Navier-Stokes equation of momentum.

 



(8)

  
   
 
          


 

 


(9)

where  ,  ,  , ,  denote the flow velocity component in the  - and
 -directions, flow density of the wave source, time, fluid density, and
pressure, respectively. In addition,  represents the sum of the

kinematic viscosity coefficient (  ) and the kinematic eddy viscosity
coefficient (  ) calculated from the kinematic eddy viscosity model
(Germano et al., 1991; Lilly, 1992) based on the LES technique
(Smagorinsky, 1963). Furthermore,  ,  ,  , and  represent the
strain rate velocity tensor, surface tension term calculated in the
continuum surface force model by Brackbill et al. (1992), wave
generation term, and gravitational acceleration term, respectively.
To track a complex free water surface like a breaking wave, an
advection function of the VOF is adopted (Hirt and Nichols, 1981).
This can be expressed as a fluid conservation formula as defined
below, based on the assumption of a non-compressible fluid.
  

 

 


(10)

3.2 Solitary Wave Generator
To generate solitary waves in the NWT in a stable manner, this

Fig. 9 Spatial distributions of non-dimensional heights and volumetric
rates of landslide tsunamis

study adopted a method proposed by Lee et al. (2016), which is based
on a wave generation intensity equation using non-reflected wave
system presented by Brorsen and Larsen (1987). In addition, it is
difficult to accurately generate the target waveform when the incident
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wave and reflected waves overlap; therefore, the intensity adjustment
factor (      ) proposed by Ohyama and Nadaoka (1991)
was adopted to make solitary waves in a stable manner.

   
  

(11)
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wave generated by the falling object is in a steady state. As illustrated
in Fig. 10, the length of the NWT was 5.7 m and the height was 0.2 m;
in addition, an energy absorption layer and open boundary conditions
were applied to the offshore side of the wave source. Regarding the
boundaries and computation grid of the NWT’s floor and ceiling,
impermeable conditions, horizontal and vertical grids of 0.01 m were
adopted, similar to the LS-DYNA analysis.

where  denotes the horizontal flow velocity component based on the
wave approximation theory.  and  represent the generation point’s

3.4 Analysis Results

approximate and actual water surface displacements, respectively. In

3.4.1 Water surface waveform
Fig. 11 presents a comparison of the NWT’s computed waveform,
which considers the stable/steady state of the landside tsunami in

addition, this study adopted a constant of “2” because the waves
generated by the NWT’s source line propagate ± in both directions.
Because the NWT was constructed based on the staggered-grid
finite-difference method, the flow density  was adopted for the
purpose of eliminating the effect of the intensity ( ) according to the
grid size (  ) at the wave source, as expressed in the equation below.

 



    
  ≠


(12)

which nonlinearity and dispersion are balanced, including the
LS-DYNA waveform that was generated, propagated, and deformed
by the falling object. Fig. 11(a) represents the time-domain waveform
at WG4 (  = 10 m) near the wave source, while (b) is the time-domain
waveform at WG5 (  = 13 m), which represents the propagation
process. Here, the red circles represent the NWT computation results,

3.3 Computation Conditions

while the black solid lines depict the LS-DYNA computational results.
The NWT water surface waveforms generated based on the
approximation theory were very similar to the theoretical solitary wave

The analysis domain of the NWT was from  = 9.3 to  = 15 m in
the numerical water tank in Fig. 6, for which it was determined that the

and exhibited a smooth distribution. Furthermore, it can be observed
that almost no deformation occurred owing to the stability of the water

Fig. 10 Definition sketch of numerical water basin adopted for NWT simulation

Fig. 11 Comparisons of calculated waveforms by LS-DYNA and NWT at (a)  = 10 m and (b)  = 13 m
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surface waveform in the solitary wave propagation process. In the
LS-DYNA calculation results, the landslide tsunami was not in a
100% steady state; therefore, the wave height decreased slightly, while

flow velocities, LS-DYNA’s computed values are slightly larger than
those of NWT; however, there is a higher degree of agreement than in
the case of the water surface waveforms and horizontal flow velocities.

the waveform became slightly wider as it propagated. Therefore, at
WG5 (  = 13 m), the NWT simulation’s wave height was slightly
higher than that of LS-DYNA.

3.4.3 Maximum wave pressure
The wave pressure that acts upon the vertical wall at  = 15 m and

3.4.2 Flow velocity
In the previous analysis, it was determined that the flow velocity of

the water surface waveform in front of it are presented in Fig. 14, to
compare LS-DYNA’s landslide tsunami and NWT computational
results. Fig. 14(a) is the water surface waveform in front of the vertical

the LS-DYNA landslide tsunami became similar to the solitary wave
at WG3 (  = 9.3 m). Figs. 12 and 13 present the horizontal and vertical
flow velocity distributions at WG4 (  = 10 m) and WG5 (  = 13 m),

wall, while Fig. 14(b) presents the maximum wave pressure acting on
the vertical wall.
The wave height of the NWT’s solitary wave did not decrease

respectively, comparing them with the NWT simulation results that
adopt the solitary wave approximation theory.
Because the solitary wave approximation theory values are entered

during the propagation process; hence, its wave height increases in
front of the vertical wall was greater than that of LS-DYNA.
Consequently, the maximum wave pressure acting on the vertical wall

directly at the wave source, the NWT’s horizontal and vertical flow
velocity distributions are almost the same as the theoretical solitary
wave. If the flow velocities calculated in LS-DYNA and NWT are

was also slightly larger in the case of the NWT’s solitary wave,
compared to LS-DYNA’s landslide tsunami.
In general, the LS-DYNA landslide tsunami analysis results and

compared, their distributions are almost the same, except for the
difference that occurs because the horizontal flow velocity of
LS-DYNA’s landslide tsunami is asymmetrical. Regarding the vertical

NWT solitary wave analysis results indicate that the hydraulic
phenomena are slightly overestimated when solitary waves are created
in the NWT, as compared to LS-DYNA. However, the two numerical

Fig. 12 Comparisons of calculated horizontal velocities by LS-DYNA and NWT at (a)  = 10 m and (b)  = 13 m

Fig. 13 Comparisons of calculated vertical velocities by LS-DYNA and NWT at (a)  = 10 m, (b)  = 13 m
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Fig. 14 Comparisons of (a) time-domain waveform and (b) dimensionless wave pressure calculated by LS-DYNA and NWT
analysis results did not exhibit a significant difference, and their water
surface waveforms, flow velocities, and maximum wave pressure

determined that NWT analysis is advantageous in terms of time and
money because it has a smaller computational burden than LS-DYNA

distributions were very similar.

and incurs no additional usage fee.

4. Conclusions
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ABSTRACT: In recent years, various studies have been conducted on oscillating-water-column-type wave energy converters (OWC-WECs)
with multiple chambers with the objective of efficiently utilizing the limited space of offshore/onshore structures. In this study, a numerical
investigation based on a numerical wave tank was conducted on single, dual, and triple OWC chambers to examine the hydrodynamic
performances and the energy conversion characteristics of the multiple water columns. The boundary value problem with the Laplace
equation was solved by using a numerical wave tank based on a finite element method. The validity of the current numerical method was
confirmed by comparing it with the measured data in the previous experimental research. We undertook a series of numerical simulations
and observed that the water column motion of sloshing mode in a single chamber can be changed into the piston motion of different phases
in multiple OWC chambers. Therefore, the piston motion in the multiple chambers can generate considerable airflow at a specific resonant
frequency. In addition, the division of the OWC chamber results in a reduction of the time-dependent variability of the final output power
from the device. As a result, the application of the multiple chambers leads to an increase of the energy conversion performance as well as
a decrease of the variability of the wave energy converter.

1. Introduction

equipment of OWC-WECs is simple and is not exposed to seawater
owing to its primary energy conversion method. Therefore,

Currently, owing to global warming, climate disasters such as
heatwaves, heavy rain, droughts, and typhoons are being frequently
observed. According to the 6th evaluation report by the IPCC

OWC-WECs are the most promising ocean renewable energy
technology in terms of durability and maintenance.
In power generation that utilizes renewable energy, the primary

(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), around ¾ of carbon
dioxide emissions in the atmosphere over the past 20 years are due to
fossil fuel combustion, and most of the global warming over the past

energy conversion efficiency has the most dominant effect on power
generation performance. Recently, international joint research is
underway to advance the technology of OWC-WECs under the

50 years is caused by an increase in greenhouse gas concentrations
(Arias et al., 2021). Wind and solar power technology are actively
being developed to generate power using renewable energy, which is

technology collaboration program on Ocean Energy System (OES)
established by the International Energy Agency (IEA) (Bingham et al.,
2021). Pressure drops occur inside an OWC chamber as a turbine is

one of the various methods of contributing to carbon neutrality, and
technology for utilizing renewable ocean energy is actively being
developed throughout the world. An oscillating water column wave

driven by the airflow created in the OWC chamber. Wells turbines and
impulse turbines typically used in OWC-WEC systems generates
pressure drops that are linear and nonlinear in regard to the input flow

energy converter (OWC-WEC) is a device that converts wave energy
into electricity, and it comprises an oscillating-water-column chamber
(OWC chamber), an air turbine, a generator, and a power conversion

velocity, respectively (Falco and Henriques, 2016). Kim et al. (2020)
introduced linear potential-based numerical wave tanks (NWT) for
hydrodynamic energy conversion simulations of OWC-WECs and

device. The heave motion of the water level inside the chamber caused
by the incidence of waves generates an oscillating airflow. Mechanical

solved the problem of turbine–chamber interaction by considering the
properties of nonlinear pressure drops. Koo and Kim (2010) and Ning
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et al. (2015) introduced a nonlinear NWT technique to more closely
consider the hydrodynamic properties that affect OWC energy
conversion problems. Kim et al. (2021) simplified and solved the

multiple OWC chambers on energy-conversion performance in terms
of quantity and variability.

hydrodynamic energy conversion problems in irregular waves by
applying a response spectrum method based on linear potential theory
to OWC-WECs that use Wells turbines, which have linear pressure

2. Numerical Analysis Method

drop properties.
A commercial power plant that uses several OWC-WECs connected
to a breakwater is being operated at Muturiku Harbor in Spain
(Torre-Enciso et al., 2009; Garrido et al., 2015). These WECs are
attached to onshore and offshore structures, and there is a need to
develop technology regarding wave–structure interactions to

2.1 Boundary Value Problem
A potential flow model was used to analyze the wave field around
the OWC chamber. In the potential model, the boundary value
problem regarding the linear velocity potential   is defined as
shown below, assuming an incompressible, non-viscous ideal fluid.
∇     

efficiently use the limited space. Recently, several studies have
examined the energy- conversion properties of OWC-WEC that use
multiple chambers in limited spaces. Rezanejad et al. (2015) observed

in 

(1)

 
    



on 

(2)

that energy conversion efficiency increased within an extended wave
frequency range when multiple chambers were used along the
direction of wave propagation, based on analytical and numerical

   
  




on 

(3)

 




on  ,  , 

(4)

methods. Subsequently, linear potential theory-based numerical
studies were performed on the hydrodynamic performance of multiple
chambers (Zheng et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021), and studies based on
CFD have been conducted to examine the complex, nonlinear
hydrodynamic properties around multiple chambers (Elhanafi et al.,
2018). Shalby et al. (2019) conducted model tests and CFD analysis on
a WEC that combines four OWC chambers, and an orifice in each
chamber was used to examine the pressure drop effects caused by the
power take-off (PTO) system. Zhao et al. (2021) conducted the model
test for single, dual, and triple OWC chambers to compare the
hydrodynamic energy-conversion properties, and they measured the
reflected waves and transmitted waves and comprehensively discussed
the energy dissipation effect caused by multiple OWC chambers.
This study aims to discuss the hydrodynamic properties of multiple
OWC chambers from the perspective of primary energy-conversion
performance via a finite element method-based time-domain potential
flow analysis. We herein examined the validity of numerical methods
through a comparison with the results of model tests on multiple OWC
chambers using a 2D wave tank by Zhao et al. (2021). It examined the
behavior and energy conversion properties of OWCs over time in
single, dual, and triple OWC chambers. In addition, this study used the

The Laplace equation in Eq. (1) is the governing equation for the
potential flow of the overall fluid domain (  ). Eqs. (2) and (3) denote
the linearized hydrodynamic and kinematic boundary conditions on
the free surface (  ), respectively. The impermeable boundary
condition in Eq. (4) was used in the bottom boundary (  ), object
surface boundary (  ), and wall boundary (  ). Here,  is the
gravitational acceleration, and   is the linear wave elevation.  is the
normal vector. Fig. 1 is a diagram of the vertical cross-section of a 3D
NWT that includes multiple OWC chambers. To solve the
hydrodynamic problem of an OWC chamber that is similar to the
model tests in a 2D wave tank, each of the boundary conditions in Eqs.
(1)–(4) were used, and a wave zone for generating incident waves and
a wave damping zone for removing reflected waves were used before
and after the fluid domain.
To take into account variability in the pressure generated by the air
turbine, orifices were added, and the pressure drop (  ) inside the

time averages and standard deviation values of pneumatic power

OWC chamber was set to be proportional to the square of the airflow
velocity (  ) through the orifices (Koo and Kim, 2010; Kim et al.,

converted in the chambers to comprehensively review the effects of

2020). In Eq. (6), a term for the pressure variability caused by the

Fig. 1 Schematic and boundary conditions for offshore-stationary OWC device with multiple chambers
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orifices was included in the dynamic free water surface boundary
condition corresponding to the area inside the OWC chamber.
    

(5)


 
     on  inside chamber




(6)

Here,  is the pressure drop coefficient, and  is the air density. The
airflow that occurs in the OWC chambers was calculated via the
numerical integration of the free surface variability inside the OWC

 



 



   

(14)
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(15)

The fourth-order Adams–Bashforth–Moulton method was used to
perform free surface time integration in the numerical simulation. At
each time interval, the velocity potential and wave elevation were
predicted by Eq. (16), and Eq. (17) was used to perform iterative
calculations until the potential and the wave elevation converged.

chambers, and the velocity (  ) of the airflow that passed through the
orifices was converted to satisfy the equation of continuity.


                   


(16)

2.2 Finite Element Method
In this study, the finite element method was used to discretize the
analysis fluid domain to solve the boundary value problem of multiple


      
             


(17)

OWC chambers. The test function  was introduced to construct a
weak formulation of the governing equation as shown below.

   
 

 ∇⋅∇  


(7)

Eqs. (8) and (9) show the 3D fluid domain’s velocity potential and
free surface wave elevation, respectively, when the fluid domain is
divided into a finite number of elements and the velocity potential
function is approximated as a linear superposition of continuous and
differentiable basis functions.
 

  


 





  






To eliminate the wave reflection from the external fluid domain, the
wave damping zone technique was introduced to the free surface area
near the outer region of the NWT, as shown in the equation below. The
dynamic and kinematic free surface boundary conditions of the wave
damping zone are shown in Eq. (18), and the wave frequency was used
for the applied damping factor  (Nam et al., 2009).
 
   
      ,      





(18)

3. Numerical Analysis Results and Examination

(8)

3.1 Multiple OWC Chamber Modeling and Verification

(9)

An orifice model is introduced to consider pressure fluctuation
effects inside the OWC chambers caused by the air turbine operation.
As shown in Fig. 2, the relationship between pressure drops and the

Here,  is the 3D basis function in the overall fluid domain, and  is
the 2D basis function on the free surface. In this study, an 8-node
hexahedral element was used in the 3D basis function, and a 4-node
quadrilateral element was used in the 2D basis function. The Galerkin
method was introduced to arrange the boundary value problem as a
linear algebraic equation as shown below. The overall flow field and

airflow velocity that passes through the orifices was derived as a
quadratic regression function by applying the least squares method
based on the model test results of dual OWC chamber in Zhao et al.
(2021). Here, the airflow velocity that passes through the orifices was

the free water surface’s velocity potential and wave elevation can be
obtained through time integration using Eqs. (10)–(12).
  

(10)

 

(11)

 

(12)

Here,
 





∇ ⋅∇ 

(13)

Fig. 2 Quadratic regression between pressure drop and airflow
speed from experimental data
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Table 1 Specific dimensions of a dual OWC model and experimental wave conditions
Wave conditions
Items

Dimensions

Wave
height
 (m)

Wave
period
 (s)

Dimensionless
wave number

0.05

1.1 / 1.2 /
1.3 / 1.4 /
1.5 / 1.6 /
1.7 / 1.8

2.06 / 1.78 /
1.56 / 1.39 /
1.26 / 1.15 /
1.06 / 0.99



Dual OWC model
Length

Water
depth
 (m)

  /   /
 / 

0.6

0.30 / 0.30 /
0.78 / 0.99

(m)

(a) Computational domain in numerical wave tank

Skirt
draft
d (m)

Wall
thickness
(m)

Orifice
diameter
(mm)

0.2

0.01

66
(opening ratio
= 1.5%)

(b) Dual OWC chamber model

Fig. 3 Three-dimensional numerical meshes of multi-OWC device for numerical wave tank
estimated by using the amplitude of the OWC heave motion observed
in the previous study, based on the premise that the OWC moves like a

simulation for a dual OWC-WEC was conducted by using the finite
element-based NWT, as shown in Fig. 3.

piston. The nonlinear pressure drop coefficient ( ) was 2.123 Pa/(m/s)2.
Table 1 shows the specific dimensions and wave conditions of the
multiple OWC chamber model from the experiments of Zhao et al.

Fig. 4 compares the numerical results with the model test data
regarding the free surface motion and the pressure drops inside dual
OWC chambers. The free surface motion and pressure drop inside the

(2021) for the verification of the present numerical method. The
pressure drop relation derived from the model test data was applied to
the dynamic free surface boundary conditions of the inside of each

OWC chambers showed a significant difference between the front and
rear OWC chambers for entire wave conditions. The response in the
rear OWC chamber was relatively small, and this pattern of the OWC

chamber in the multiple OWC-WEC based on Eq. (6). It was
numerically implemented so that the pressure drop caused by the
velocity of the airflow passing through the orifice acted on the free

chamber was observed in both the model tests and the numerical
analysis. The overall numerical results agree well with the model test
data, but in shortwave conditions with a dimensionless wave number

surfaces inside the OWC chambers. A time-domain numerical

(  ) of 1.3 or more, the free surface motion and pressure drop

(a) Heave of water column

(b) Pressure drop inside chamber

Fig. 4 Comparison of numerical and experimental data for the multiple OWC chambers with the orifice
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responses in the front OWC chamber tended to be overestimated. This
is because there was limited consideration of the hydrodynamic energy
loss caused by viscosity and vortices around the chamber structures,

chamber, the OWC had the greatest heave motion at an incident wave of

wherein it is the fundamental feature of a linear potential theory. In
addition, according to Kim et al. (2020), when the relation between the
OWC chamber’s length and the incident wavelength is    0.1, the

conditions at values of 2.0–2.3, and the motion’s amplitude was
sensitive to changes in the incident wavelength.
When the incident waves in the dual OWC chambers were shorter

water surface inside the OWC chamber shows an asymmetrical
sloshing component. As   increases, the sloshing mode tends to

than in peak conditions, the oscillating water column motion increased
in the front OWC chamber and decreased in the rear OWC chamber, as
shown in Fig. 5(a). In longer wave conditions, the front chamber of the

grow gradually. In the case of the dual OWC chambers, part of the
airflow generated in the OWC chambers was canceled out by a sloshing
component in the water surface motion inside the OWC chambers at
shorter wavelengths than  = 1.26 (   ≃ 0.1). Therefore, the net
airflow passing through the orifices in the model tests was different
from the airflow that was indirectly estimated from the water surface
displacement at the center of the OWC chamber. The numerical
analysis results show high uncertainty under the short wave conditions
because the numerical model is based on the empirical relationship
between the converted airflow velocity and the pressure drops. In
particular, this effect was significant in the front OWC chamber, where
the incident waves arrived first.
3.2 Hydrodynamic Behavior Properties in Multiple OWCs
To analyze the effect of multiple OWC chambers on the
hydrodynamic behavior of the oscillating water column, numerical

 = 1.4. On the contrary, in the case of the dual and triple OWC

chambers, the OWC’s heave motion was greatest in shortwave

dual OWC device showed a similar heave motion trend as the single
OWC device, but the heave motion of the rear chamber increased.
Looking at the hydrodynamic behavior of the oscillating water column
according to the division of the OWC chambers, the motion response
tended to increase within a relatively narrow incident wave range.
Fig. 6 shows the OWC motion and surrounding wave fields when
using single, dual, and triple OWC chambers. The incident wave
conditions of these simulations were  = 2.0,  = 1.0 m, and the wave
fields were divided according to the phase of the free surface
displacement measured at the front of the OWC chambers. Inside the
single OWC chambers shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c), it was observed
that the OWC’s heave motion included asymmetrical sloshing in the
longitudinal direction of the OWC chamber. Here, the ratio of the
sloshing amplitude to the heave motion amplitude of OWC, which was
calculated based on the average water level inside the OWC chamber,

simulations were performed by changing the number of OWC chambers
for the WEC device of the same size in regular waves. First, in order to
focus on the hydrodynamic performance of the OWC chambers, the

was     0.303. However, in the case of the multiple OWC

pressure drop effect caused by the air turbines, which are the energy
extraction system (PTO system) of OWC-WEC, was excluded from the
numerical analysis. Fig. 5 shows the ratio of the OWC’s heave motion to

motion according to the location of the multiple OWC chambers. As a
result, the free surfaces inside each OWC chamber tended to have a
piston-type heave motion with a phase difference. In the numerical

the incident wave amplitude. Fig 5(a) shows the response for single and
dual water column chambers, and Fig. 5(b) shows the response of the
single and triple OWC chambers. Here, the OWC’s motion represents

simulation for the single OWC chamber, it was observed that the
radiated waves caused by the motion of the OWC, the reflected waves
from the structure, and the incident waves achieved a quasi-steady

the wave elevation measured by wave probes installed in the centers of
the water column chambers, and the incident amplitude (  ) was
considered to be 1.0 m. In the numerical results for the single OWC

equilibrium, and perfect standing waves developed in the front wave
field. However, as shown in the figures in the center and right column
of Fig. 6, there were multiple radiated wave components generated by

(a) Heave motion of water columns

chambers created by dividing the same OWC chamber, the sloshing
component inside the chamber was converted into a rising or falling

(b) Airflow rate

Fig. 5 Comparison of the OWC chamber responses between single and dual chamber models without the PTO effect
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(a)  = 1/4

(b)  = 2/4

(c)  = 3/4

(d)  = 4/4
Fig. 6 Motion of water columns and wave field of single, dual, and triple OWC chambers (  = 2.0)
each OWC heaving at different phases inside the multiple OWC
chambers, and the front wave field showed a more irregular pattern than
the analysis results from the single OWC chamber.
A hydrodynamic analysis is required to examine motion responses
that include interaction with multiple OWCs. According to Kim (2021),
the natural frequency for the heave motion of an OWC can be
expressed by the mass, added mass, and restoring force coefficient of
OWC, as shown in Eq. (19), and the added mass depends on the
excitation frequency.

 





  

(19)

Here,  , , , , and  are the natural frequency of OWC, the wave
angular frequency, mass, restoring force coefficient, and added mass,
respectively.
Table 2 shows the specifications of single and multiple OWCs and
the resonant wave conditions. In the case of a single OWC, the greatest
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Table 2 Summary of the hydrodynamic characteristics for the single and multiple OWCs under resonant condition



Resonance
frequency
 (rad/s)

Mass of
water column
 (t)

Restoring Coeff.
of water column
 (t/s2)

766.771

1880.506

Normalized
wave number

Items
Single-OWC

1.40

1.007

Dual-OWC (1/2)

2.00

1.255

Dual-OWC (2/2)

2.00

1.255

Triple-OWC (1/3)
Triple-OWC (2/3)
Triple-OWC (3/3)

383.386

940.253

Ratio of wave
length
 

Mass ratio


0.223

1.420

0.159

0.556

0.159

0.556

2.00

1.255

0.106

0.556

2.30

1.358

0.122

0.331

2.20

1.325

0.117

0.398

2.00

1.255

255.590

0.106

0.556

2.20

1.325

0.117

0.398

heave motion was seen at an incident wave of  = 1.4, where the ratio
of the OWC chamber to the incident wavelength was    0.223.
According to Kim et al. (2020), a heave motion of the OWC under the
condition of    0.223 includes a sloshing component. In the
numerical analysis results of multiple OWC chambers, the maximum
response of each OWCs occurred at a shorter wavelength than that of
the single OWC chamber, and the ratios (   ) of the OWC chambers
to the incident wavelengths corresponding to these wave conditions
were 0.106–0.159. The multiple OWC chambers exhibited the
maximum response when the incident wave had a longer wavelength
than the length of the OWC chamber, which implies that the
piston-type heave motion is more dominant in comparison to the single
OWC chamber. The added mass was estimated from the wave

626.836

conditions wherein the single and multiple OWCs showed the
maximum response based on Eq. (19). The added mass of the single
OWC chamber, wherein the sloshing motion was significant, was
around 1.42 times that of the OWC mass. The added mass ratio of the
dual OWCs, wherein the piston motion was dominant, was  
0.556, and the added mass ratio of the triple OWCs was 0.398–0.556,
showing that the added mass ratio decreased by around 60%–77%
compared to the single OWC chamber. In the case of the multiple OWC
chambers, the maximum response occurred at a shorter wavelength
than in the case of the single OWC chamber. Thus, multiple OWCs can
be seen as beneficial for wave energy absorption under the short period
conditions because the net airflow cancellation effect caused by
sloshing mode can be reduced as the piston motion becomes dominant.

(a) Single-OWC chamber w/o PTO

(b) Dual-OWC chamber w/o PTO

(c) Single-OWC chamber w/ PTO

(d) Dual-OWC chamber w/ PTO

Fig. 7 Time-series of airflow rate of the single and dual OWC chambers (  = 2.0)
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3.3 Energy Extraction Properties of Multiple OWC Systems
According to the Use of PTO
The heave motion of the oscillating water column generates an

excessive OWC motion being damped by the pressure inside the OWC
chambers due to the orifice effect. This means that the flow rate created
by the device was similar, but there was a difference in the pressure

airflow that passes the turbine connected to the OWC chamber. From
the perspective of a WEC device, it is necessary to discuss the
performance in terms of total energy converted by multiple OWC

drops acting on each OWC chamber. According to Fig. 9(a), in the case
of the dual OWC chambers, a relatively higher pressure drop occurred
in the front chamber, which encounters the incident wave first, and this

chambers. Fig. 7 shows the time-series of the airflow rate generated by
each OWC chamber of the single, dual, and triple OWC-WECs. The
single OWC chamber exhibited a time-series response that

value was higher than the pressure drop that occurred in the single
OWC chamber. This implies that optimizing the capacity of the PTO
system is necessary for each chamber of multiple OWC-WEC along the

momentarily included a zero flow rate during each wave cycle when the
intake and exhaust airflows were switched by the vertical motion of the
waves. However, in the case of the multiple OWC chambers, the flow

direction of the wave propagation.
Variability in the electric power generated by renewable energy
converters is not a problem when renewable energy sources account

rate that was generated by the WEC device over time always had a
positive value due to the phase difference between each OWC motion.
Fig. 8 shows the amplitude of the total airflow rates generated by the

for a small share of the power grid; however, as the share gradually
increases, this variability may affect the stability and quality of the
power grid (Schmietendorf et al., 2017). Fig. 10 shows the time series

single and dual OWC chambers. Regarding the numerical results
without the PTO system in Fig. 8(a), excessive airflow occurred due to
the resonant motion of the multiple OWCs in wave conditions where

of pneumatic power that was converted in the single and dual OWC
chambers. As shown in Figs. 10(b) and 10(c), the pneumatic power of
the multiple OWC chambers had a phase difference due to the

 was 2.0–2.3. However, the numerical results with the PTO system in
Fig. 8(b) show that the airflow in the multiple OWC chambers was
similar to that of the single OWC chamber. This can be seen as the

successive action of the wave energy according to the location of each
chamber. This phase difference reduced variability in the final output
of the device. In Fig. 10(d), it can be seen that the time-series

(a) Mean airflow w/o PTO

(b) Mean airflow w/ PTO

Fig. 8 Comparison of mean airflow between single- and dual-OWC chambers (  = 2.0)

(a) Pressure drop

(b) Pneumatic power

Fig. 9 Comparison of pressure drop and pneumatic power between single- and dual-OWC chambers (  = 2.0)
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(a) Single-OWC chamber w/ PTO

(b) Dual-OWC chamber w/ PTO

(c) Triple-OWC chamber w/ PTO

(d) Output pneumatic power
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Fig. 10 Comparison of time-series data of pneumatic power between single and dual OWC devices (  = 1.1)

(a) Time average

(b) Standard deviation

Fig. 11 Comparison of output pneumatic power between single and dual OWC devices
amplitudes of final pneumatic power in the OWC-WECs with single
and multiple chambers were almost the same; however, the

clearly observed at 0.8 <  < 1.8, where the pneumatic power
generation was highest. The variability in pneumatic power in the dual

time-averaged pneumatic power of the multiple chambers was higher
than that of the single chamber.
Fig. 11 shows the time-averages and standard deviation of the

and triple OWC chambers followed similar patterns, and the standard

pneumatic power that was converted in the OWC-WECs with single
and dual OWC chambers under various incident wave conditions. The
maximum time-averaged pneumatic power of dual and triple OWC

showing maximum energy-conversion performance, respectively.

deviations of the pneumatic power over time in the dual and triple
chambers were reduced by 5.1% and 3.6% under the wave condition

4. Conclusions

chambers were 13.3% and 18.2% higher than that of the single
chamber at  = 1.1, respectively. The devices that used multiple
OWC chambers tended to show higher time-averaged pneumatic

This study discussed the hydrodynamic characteristics and energy
extraction performance of multiple OWC chambers based on numerical

power at  > 0.8 than a single OWC chamber, and this difference was

simulation using a 3D numerical wave tank. The developed numerical
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methods were used to perform various numerical simulations on multiple
OWC chambers and examine the improvements in energy extraction
performance in terms of the amount and variability of pneumatic power.

Bingham, H.B., Yu, Y.H., Nielsen, K., Tran, T.T., Kim, K.H., Park, S.,
... Greaves, D. (2021). Ocean Energy Systems Wave Energy
Modeling Task 10.4: Numerical Modeling of a Fixed Oscillating

To confirm the validity of the present numerical methods, the numerical
results were compared with model test data from a previous study, and it
was observed that they agree well under various wave conditions. The

Water Column. Energies, 14(6), 1718. https://doi.org/10.3390/
en14061718
Torre-Enciso, Y., Ortubia, I., De Aguileta, L.L., & Marqués, J. (2009).

numerical simulations confirm that the motion of the water column that
includes a sloshing component in the single OWC chamber can be
converted to the piston motions with different phases in the multiple OWC

Mutriku Wave Power Plant: from the Thinking out to the Reality.
In Proceedings of the 8th European Wave and Tidal Energy

chambers. The piston motion in the multiple OWC chambers mitigated the
net flow reduction caused by the sloshing motion and generated
considerable airflow at certain wave frequencies due to the resonance

Garrido, A.J., Otaola, E., Garrido, I., Lekube, J., Maseda, F.J., Liria,
P., & Mader, J. (2015). Mathematical Modeling of Oscillating
Water Columns Wave-Structure Interaction in Ocean Energy

response. However, when the PTO system was considered, the excessive
resonance response tended to decrease rapidly due to the damping force
caused by the pressure drop. In addition, the division of the OWC chamber

Plants. Mathematical Problems in Engineering, 2015, 727982.
https://doi.org/10.1155/2015/727982
Falca~o, A.F., & Henriques, J.C. (2016). Oscillating-Water-Column

had the effect of reducing the temporal variability of the final output power
of the generator due to the phase difference in the wave motion acting on
each water column. Regarding the energy conversion performance at

Wave Energy Converters and Air Turbines: A Review.
Renewable Energy, 85, 1391–1424. https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.renene.2015.07.086

various wave frequencies, there was a tendency wherein the time-averaged
pneumatic power increased, and the variability decreased owing to the
utilization of multiple OWC chambers. It is confirmed that the utilization

Kim, J.-S., Nam, B.W., Kim, K.-H., Park, S., Shin, S.H., & Hong, K.
(2020). A Numerical Study on Hydrodynamic Performance of an
Inclined OWC Wave Energy Converter with Nonlinear

of multiple OWC chambers improves the energy conversion performance
of OWC-WECs in terms of the amount and variability of the final
pneumatic power. Based on the results of this study, future studies will

Turbine-Chamber Interaction Based on 3D Potential Flow.
Journal of Marine Science and Engineering, 8(3), 176.
https://doi.org/10.3390/jmse8030176

focus on optimal usage methods for multiple OWCs and the effect of
multiple OWCs in numerical simulations that consider realistic PTO
systems.

Koo, W., & Kim, M.H. (2010). Nonlinear Time-Domain Simulation
of a Land-Based Oscillating Water Column. Journal of
Waterway, Port, Coastal, and Ocean Engineering, 136(5), 276–
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ABSTRACT: Underwater optical images face various limitations that degrade the image quality compared with optical images taken in our
atmosphere. Attenuation according to the wavelength of light and reflection by very small floating objects cause low contrast, blurry clarity,
and color degradation in underwater images. We constructed an image data of the Korean sea and enhanced it by learning the
characteristics of underwater images using the deep learning techniques of CycleGAN (cycle-consistent adversarial network), UGAN
(underwater GAN), FUnIE-GAN (fast underwater image enhancement GAN). In addition, the underwater optical image was enhanced using
the image processing technique of Image Fusion. For a quantitative performance comparison, UIQM (underwater image quality measure),
which evaluates the performance of the enhancement in terms of colorfulness, sharpness, and contrast, and UCIQE (underwater color image
quality evaluation), which evaluates the performance in terms of chroma, luminance, and saturation were calculated. For 100 underwater
images taken in Korean seas, the average UIQMs of CycleGAN, UGAN, and FUnIE-GAN were 3.91, 3.42, and 2.66, respectively, and the
average UCIQEs were measured to be 29.9, 26.77, and 22.88, respectively. The average UIQM and UCIQE of Image Fusion were 3.63 and
23.59, respectively. CycleGAN and UGAN qualitatively and quantitatively improved the image quality in various underwater environments, and
FUnIE-GAN had performance differences depending on the underwater environment. Image Fusion showed good performance in terms of
color correction and sharpness enhancement. It is expected that this method can be used for monitoring underwater works and the
autonomous operation of unmanned vehicles by improving the visibility of underwater situations more accurately.

1. Introduction

characteristics of the photographing camera. Moreover, unlike in an
atmospheric environment, the red wavelength of light is longer than
the blue or green wavelengths, which means it has more difficulties

In recent years, unmanned automatic technology has been actively
used in order to safely and accurately perform underwater work on
behalf of humans in extreme and diversified underwater environments,
and image sensing technology that visualizes underwater situations for

passing through the water. Therefore, optical images taken underwater
tend to emphasize blue or green more than red (Mobley and Mobley,
1994).

unmanned automatic technology has become an essential element
technology (Schettini and Corchs, 2010; Bharal, 2015). As shown in
Fig. 1, from among underwater image sensors, images taken with

Various algorithms have been devised to improve the hue, contrast,
and clarity of underwater images. Dark channel prior (DCP)
techniques using physical phenomena, in which hues are degraded

underwater optical cameras have low contrast and blurred clarity due
to the absorption and scattering of light attributed to water and floating
matter, such as plankton and sand. The degree of deterioration in

differently depending on the wavelength of the light, have been
applied alongside general image processing algorithms in several
stages, and mathematical model-based algorithms for underwater

image quality varies depending on the turbidity of the water and the

optical imaging processes have been proposed (He et al., 2010; Li et
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Fig. 1 Light attenuation by water and floating particles causes

Fig. 2 GAN model consisting of a generator (G) and a discriminator (D).

low visibility with haziness and color cast in underwater
optical images

deceive discriminators, and discriminators have to determine the

al., 2012; Ancuti et al., 2017). Furthermore, deep learning techniques
that are being successfully applied in the field of computer vision are
being utilized to improve the quality of underwater images (Fabbri et
al., 2018; Han et al., 2018; Uplavikar et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2019;
Islam et al., 2020; Li and Cavallaro, 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Zhang et

authenticity of fake images created by the generators (Goodfellow et
al., 2014). In order to train GAN, the optimization problem is solved
for the objective function    as outlined in Eq. (1).
minmax     log   log    




(1)

al., 2021). As the performance of deep learning techniques is critically
affected by how the learning data is configured, underwater images
and clean image data pairs are required to improve the quality of
underwater images. However, it is extremely difficult to obtain clear
images of the same scene as the underwater environment without the
physical disturbance. Cycle-consistent generative adversarial
networks (CycleGAN), which had been subjected to unsupervised
learning before, were used to configure underwater images and clean
image data pairs (Fabbri et al., 2018). It was reported that when
constructing learning data including underwater images taken in
Korean sea areas, the GAN technique shows a better performance in
hue correction compared with other image quality improvement
techniques (Kim and Kim, 2020).
In this study, the learning data were composed of an underwater
ImageNet database and underwater images taken in Korean sea areas
(Deng et al., 2009). CycleGAN, UGAN (Underwater GAN), and
FUnIE-GAN (Fast underwater image enhancement GAN) were trained
using deep learning techniques. For an evaluation of the image
improvement, underwater image quality measure (UIQM), which
quantitatively evaluates saturation, sharpness, and contrast in
underwater images, and underwater color image quality evaluation
(UCIQE), which measures the chroma, luminance, and saturation of
colors were used to compare the three GAN (Generative adversarial
networks) techniques and underwater image improvement techniques
based on image fusion.

2. GAN-based Underwater Optical Image
Improvement Techniques
GAN consists of two networks: a generator (G) and a discriminator
(D) (Fig. 2). Generators and discriminators learn competitively with
each other, as generators have to generate fake images that are able to

In Eq. (1),  is a random input noise, and  and  are generator and
discriminator functions, respectively. Based on Eq. (1),  is trained
to minimize the value of the objective function by generating fake
images and thereby deceiving the  function, and the  function is
trained to maximize the value of the objective function without being
deceived by the fake images generated by . In this study, CycleGAN,
UGAN, and FUnIE-GAN were considered as deep learning-based
underwater optical image improvement techniques.
2.1 GAN Model for Improving Underwater Optical Images
CycleGAN was designed to learn a model ( →    →  ) that can
conduct mutual mapping of data domains  and . CycleGAN was
composed of a pair consisting of a generator and a discriminator in the
two data domains, and each generator and discriminator network
consisted of Resnet-9block (He et al., 2016) and PatchGAN with
70×70 patch sizes, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively (Zhu et
al., 2017).
The generator, Resnet-9block, repeatedly uses the Residual block 9
times. The network improves performance by adding the initial input
value  one more time to the output,  in order to learn additional
information. PatchGAN, a discriminator, consists of a total of five
convolutional layers. The first four convolutions were carried out with
stride 2, the last convolution was calculated with stride 1, and a feature
map of 16×16 was finally obtained using a 70×70 patch. In Eq. (2), the
objective function of CycleGAN,     , is defined with the
GAN adversarial objective function of Eq. (1) and the cycle
consistency loss function Eq. (3). In Eq. (2),  and  refer to data
domains, and in Eq. (3),  and  represent data in the  and 
domains, respectively.  →  and  →  are generators that are
converted between data domains into → and →, respectively.
 and  are discriminators that distinguish the authenticity of the

fake images generated in each data domain.
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Fig. 3 Network architectures of CycleGAN: (a) generator based on Resnet-9 block and (b) discriminator based on PatchGAN.

Fig. 4 Network architecture of UGAN: (a) generator based on U-Net and (b) discriminator based on PatchGAN.

Comparison of GAN Deep Learning Methods for Underwater Optical Image Enhancement

    →    →         →      
   →        →    →  

(2)

hostile to each other using distorted images and the ground truth, as
shown in Eq. (1). Gradient penalty, , is additionally applied to
stably train for minutely fluctuating gradients. In Eq. (6), the

 →    →  
   →   →        →   →    
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(3)

The cycle consistency loss function optimally learns the
characteristics of clean images while maintaining the characteristics of
original underwater images by adding the difference between the
generated and input images. CycleGAN was trained by setting the
batch size to 6, the learning rate to 0.0002, and the epoch to 60.
The generator and discriminator networks of UGAN were composed
of U-Net and PatchGAN, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4

difference between an image with no distortion and an image with
distortion is used as a loss function. The UGAN is trained with a batch
size of 32, a learning rate of 0.0001, and an epoch of 100.
  minmax      

(4)

         

(5)

           

(6)





(Ronneberger et al., 2015; Fabbri et al., 2018). The U-Net consisted of
eight encoder convolutional layers and seven decoder convolutional
layers. PatchGAN consisted of five convolutional layers and

As presented in Fig. 5, the generator of FUnIE-GAN has a U-Net
structure consisting of an encoder with five convolutional layers and a
decoder with five convolutional layers. The discriminator is a

distinguished fake and real images by obtaining a feature map of
32×32 using a 70×70 patch. The UGAN objective function of Eq. (4),
 , is defined with the Wasserstein GAN objective function

PatchGAN consisting of five convolutional layers that provide a result
feature map of 16×16 using a 70×70 patch (Islam et al., 2020). The
FUnIE-GAN is trained with a batch size of 4, a learning rate of

(Arjovsky et al., 2017) of Eq. (5) and the L1-norm loss function of Eq.

0.0003, and an epoch of 100. The objective function of FUnIE-GAN
in Eq. (7),      , includes the adversarial objective function of





(6).  and 
in Eqs. (5) and (6) respectively refer to an image of
the ground truth with improved distortion and an image with
distortion. In Eq. (5), the generator and discriminator are taught to be

Eq. (1), the global similarity loss of Eq. (8) which reduces blurred
characteristics, and the content loss of Eq. (9) which allows for the

Fig. 5 Network architecture of FUnIE-GAN: (a) generator based on U-Net and (b) discriminator based on PatchGAN
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generator to extract the characteristics of the ground truth at a high
level.
      minmax        




study, were trained with paired datasets. The training was carried out
using Python version 3.6, Tensorflow version 2.4.1, Keras version
2.1.6, and two NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPUs.

(7)

3. Image Fusion-Based Underwater

            

(8)

Optical Image Improvement Techniques

           

(9)

As shown in Fig. 7, the image fusion technique consists of a white
balancing step for color tone correction, a step for enhancing

  and  of Eqs. (8) and (9) are the distorted image, the
ground truth image, and random noise, respectively. Eq. (8) improves

boundaries and contrast, and a step for the fusion of two enhanced
images (Ancuti et al., 2017). As the energy of green light is higher than
that of red and blue light, it penetrates relatively more deeply

the blurry part by using the difference in clarity between the image
generated by the generator  and the ground truth image. Eq. (9) uses
the  function which is learned in advance using the VGG-19 network
and extracts the characteristics of the image.
The characteristics of the ground truth image and the image
generated by the generator are extracted using the  function to
provide a loss value that enables the creation of an image that is as
similar as possible to the target image.
2.2. Learning Data Set
For GAN-based underwater

underwater and is more likely to reach the camera. The white
balancing step of the image fusion technique uses green light with a
good signal transduction to compensate for the signal attenuation of
red light and blue light. Eqs. (10) and (11) compensate for the red light
 and blue light  of each pixel in the white balancing image,
respectively. The compensation is conducted using the average values
of each color tone (        ), the color values of one pixel






(    ), and the weights  and .
image

learning

improvement

techniques, two learning datasets were configured with underwater

              

(10)

images and clean images. In the first learning dataset (unpaired), there
were a total of 5,202 underwater images, consisting of 1,813 images
from the ImageNet database and 3,389 underwater images directly

           

(11)









taken in Korea's waters (Geoje, Donghae, Jeju, etc.), and 6,050 clean
images which had been selected from the ImageNet database (Deng et
al., 2009).

Because images photographed in different underwater environments
show different hue biases, it is necessary to set weights  and  of Eqs.

First, CycleGAN was trained with unpaired datasets to generate
clean images of the scenes depicted in the underwater images, and a
total of 5202 second datasets (paired) were constructed (Fig. 6).

 and , the values of red and blue light after the white balance were

CycleGAN, UGAN, and FUnIE-GAN, which were compared in this

outlined in Eqs. (12) and (13).

Fig. 6 Unpaired and paired training datasets

(10) and (11) differently according to the images. In order to determine
replaced with the average values of the green light, which has a
relatively low attenuation, and the weight values were derived as

Comparison of GAN Deep Learning Methods for Underwater Optical Image Enhancement
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the weight and Gaussian filter functions, respectively, which both
describe the degree to which boundary difference information is
applied. For enhancing the contrast, the contrast limit adaptive
histogram equalization (CLAHE) method was utilized. After dividing
the image into blocks of a fixed size, smoothing the histogram of each
block was performed to obtain an image with enhanced contrast.

Fig. 7 Three image processing steps of image fusion enhancement
method

      

(14)

    

(15)



In the third image fusion step of Eq. (15), the boundary enhancement
       

(12)

      

(13)

result image and the contrast enhancement result image of the second
step are fused using weights to obtain the resulting final improved
image (). In Eq. (15), the weight uses  which is a value obtained by


applying a Laplacian filter to the luminance channel and  , which is a
In the second image enhancement step, the boundary signal and the
contrast were enhanced, respectively. The unsharp masking principle
technique in Eq. (14) for boundary enhancement applies a Gaussian
filter to extract and reinforce boundary difference information with
respect to the original image.  is an image in which any color tone
bias is corrected for in the white balancing step, and γ and  are

difference value between the hue channel and the luminance channel.

4. Results
Fig. 8 qualitatively shows the results of the image fusion of
underwater images taken in the real sea and learned GAN techniques.

Fig. 8 (a) Original and enhanced underwater images by (b) CycleGAN-Unpaired, (c) CycleGAN-Paired, (d) UGAN, (e) FUnIE-GAN, (f)
Image fusion
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CycleGAN and UGAN showed significant improvements in image
quality overall in all underwater environments; however, in some
cases, it was confirmed that artifacts and noise were produced (fish
body part in Fig. 8(c)). Moreover, in the case of FUnIE-GAN, its
performance showed a large deviation according to the underwater
environment. In terms of image fusion, it was confirmed that the hue
correction was improved, but that the noise in the parts affected by
reflected light could not be improved.
UIQM and UCIQE were measured to quantitatively compare the
underwater optical image improvement techniques considered in this
study. UIQM is an index that evaluates the quality of underwater
images considering the sum of the weights of colorfulness, sharpness,
and contrast, and is expressed as in Eq. (16) (Panetta et al., 2015).
Three weights were estimated based on the colorfulness, sharpness,
and contrast of 30 images obtained from various underwater
environments and using various imaging equipment in the original
reference, in which UIQM was devised, and they were set to the
following values:  =0.0282,  =0.2983, and  =0.0339.
         

(16)

UCIQE is an index calculated from the sum of the weights of the
chroma, luminance, and the saturation of colors (Yang and Sowmya
2015). It is expressed as in Eq. (17), and the weights were estimated
based on the chroma, luminance, and saturation of the underwater
images in the original reference in which UCIQE was devised. They
were set to the following values:  =0.4680,  =0.2745, and  =0.2576.
            

(17)

Table 1 and Fig. 9 quantitatively compare the mean values and
deviations of UIQM and UCIQE of 100 underwater images from real
sea areas and images improved with GAN techniques and image
fusion techniques. All underwater optical image improvement
techniques showed improved UIQM and UCIQE compared with

(a)

Table 1 Comparison of UIQM and UCIQE computed from 100
underwater images and the enhanced images by GANs and
Image fusion (SD: Standard deviation)
Method

UIQM (mean±SD)

UCIQE (mean±SD)

Original

1.808±1.286

20.202±5.955

CycleGAN-UnPaired

3.912±0.508

29.683±2.552

CycleGAN-Paired

2.969±1.003

29.899±2.138

UGAN

3.422±0.831

26.768±3.231

FUnIE-GAN

2.658±1.164

22.883±5.711

Image fusion

3.628±0.954

23.592±4.907

underwater images from real sea areas. Among the GAN techniques,
CycleGAN-UnPaired showed the best average UIQM and UCIQE.
UGAN using the paired dataset and image fusion techniques showed
similar performance. In the case of FUnIE-GAN, the largest deviation
between UIQM and UCIQE was observed.
Table 2 compares the average calculation time of the studied
underwater optical image improvement methods. In order to make a
comparison under the same conditions, the size of a total of 100
underwater images used was readjusted to 256×256. Among the GAN
techniques, UGAN showed the fastest computational speed with a
speed similar to the image fusion techniques.
Table 2 Comparison of time for enhancing 100 underwater images
by GANs and Image fusion.
Method

Enhancement time per image

CycleGAN-UnPaired

0.21 s

CycleGAN-Paired

0.23 s

UGAN

0.04 s

FUnIE-GAN

0.15 s

Image fusion

0.05 s

(b)

Fig. 9 Comparative graphs of (a) mean UIQM and (b) mean UCIQE computed from 100 underwater images.
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In this paper, to improve the quality of underwater images,

2009 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern
Recognition, 248–255. https://doi.org/10.1109/CVPR.2009.
5206848

CycleGAN, UGAN, and FUnIE-GAN deep learning techniques and
image fusion methods were applied to 100 underwater images taken in
real sea areas, and the quality improvement was compared and

Fabbri, C., Islam, M.J., & Sattar, J. (2018, May). Enhancing
Underwater Imagery Using Generative Adversarial Networks. In
2018 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and

evaluated based on UIQM and UCIQE. CycleGAN and UGAN
showed excellent performance qualitatively and quantitatively in
various underwater environments, but artifacts were generated in some

Automation (ICRA), 7159–7165. https://doi.org/10.1109/ICRA.
2018.8460552
Goodfellow, I., Pouget-Abadie, J., Mirza, M., Xu, B., WardNe-Farley,

cases. FUnIE-GAN had a very large performance variation depending
on the underwater environment, and image fusion showed good
performance in color tone correction and sharpness improvement. It is

D., Ozair, S., Courville, A., & Bengio, Y. (2014). Generative
Adversarial Nets. Advances in Neural Information Processing
Systems, 27.

expected that an underwater situation can be more accurately
visualized through the improvement of underwater images, which can
then be used for monitoring underwater works and planning

Han, M., Lyu, Z., Qiu, T., & Xu, M. (2018). A Review on Intelligence
Dehazing and Color Restoration for Underwater Images. IEEE
Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics: Systems, 50(5),

autonomous driving routes for unmanned vehicles.

1820–1832. https://doi.org/10.1109/TSMC.2017.2788902
He, K., Sun, J., & Tang, X. (2010). Single Image Haze Removal Using
Dark Channel Prior. IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and
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ABSTRACT: With the advancement of intelligent vehicles and unmanned systems, there is a growing interest in underwater surveys using
autonomous marine vehicles (AMVs). This study presents an automated planning strategy for a long-term survey mission using a fleet of
AMVs consisting of autonomous surface vehicles and autonomous underwater vehicles. Due to the complex nature of the mission, the actions
of the vehicle must be of high-level abstraction, which means that the actions indicate not only motion of the vehicle but also symbols and
semantics, such as those corresponding to deploy, charge, and survey. For automated planning, the planning domain definition language
(PDDL) was employed to construct a mission planner for realizing a powerful and flexible planning system. Despite being able to handle
abstract actions, such high-level planners have difficulty in efficiently optimizing numerical objectives such as obtaining the shortest route
given multiple destinations. To alleviate this issue, a widely known technique in operations research was additionally employed, which limited
the solution space so that the high-level planner could devise efficient plans. For a comprehensive evaluation of the proposed method,
various PDDL-based planners with different parameter settings were implemented, and their performances were compared through simulation.
The simulation result shows that the proposed method outperformed the baseline solutions by yielding plans that completed the missions more
quickly, thereby demonstrating the efficacy of the proposed methodology.

1. Introduction

impermeability of water to electromagnetic waves significantly

The main objective of research on autonomous systems is to allow a
complex unmanned system to operate autonomously without user

hinders communication underwater, and this communication difficulty
makes the operation of complex maritime systems more difficult,
increasing the need for research.

intervention for a long period. The ability to adapt to complex and
variable environments is required for the stable operation of
autonomous systems for several hours or days without the intervention

have been conducted, but they mainly considered the navigation,
guidance, and control algorithms of marine vehicles focusing on the

of users from the outside in real-world environments. To make
decisions such as whether to continue a mission under various
emergency situations and redesign the procedures for carrying out the

development of partial autonomy technology. Those studies
presuppose intermittent user interventions at times when complicated
decision-making is required in the course of performing the mission

mission, a complex autonomous system needs to be able to analyze its
situation at a high level and behave accordingly.
Such decision making is more difficult in a marine environment,

given to the unmanned system. However, the mission planning
capability for specifying and formulating abstract missions for
unmanned systems is required, in addition to traditional autonomy

which experiences significant external disturbances. These
disturbances affect the dynamics of a complex autonomous system
moving in the environmentincrease the system’s uncertainty.

technology elements, to build the ultimate AMV that can perform
complex missions for a long period without user intervention (Kim and
Lee, 2018).

Furthermore, an unmanned system has a vast operating range in a
marine environment, whereas the capabilities of the sensors that can be
used in recognition systems are limited. In particular, the

In this study, we developed a series of procedures for planning
long-term autonomous missions using a complex autonomous system
consisting of an autonomous surface vehicle (ASV) and multiple

Various studies on autonomous marine vehicle (AMV) systems
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autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). The following mission
scenario was considered to show the usefulness and characteristics of
this complex autonomous system, which increased the performance

and performing the mission, and simplifies the flow of data, thereby
helping the system to operate successfully. The importance of
developing a systematic mission planner increases with the complexity

efficiency and possibility of successfully completing a mission by
using multiple AMVs simultaneously. In this scenario, the complex
system departed from the coast, surveyed the ocean floor terrain in

of the mission. Hence, we can find examples of using a mission
planner in various studies that require actual system operation.
One study proposed a system architecture to build an autonomous

distant areas, and then returned. Bathymetry surveys can only be
carried out by underwater vehicles. However, because each AUV had a
limited usable battery life, it had to be loaded on the ASV and moved

system with multiple small vessels and perform mission planning in a
marine environment (Elkins et al., 2010). It was designed to separate
the decision-making required for performing a mission in the action

to the target area. Furthermore, because there were multiple regions to
survey, the AUVs needed to recharge their batteries through the ASV.
In this mission scenario, (1) multiple autonomous systems were used,

engine into various levels and facilitate a broad spectrum of decisions
from high levels such as collision avoidance to low levels such as the
control input values of the actuator. An architectural system that could

(2) the type of actions that could be selected varied depending on the
system, and (3) it considered resource limitations, thus the problem is
regarded as a heterogeneous/multiple system problem.

respond to various situations was designed using a high-level
action-based method, and then used to make decisions and control,
small ASVs. Nevertheless, this action-based decision-making system

A mission planning algorithm that could deal with the concurrency
and complexity of the mission was required to solve the given mission
scenario. Many examples of studies on mission planner algorithms can

had the disadvantage of only being able to respond to situations that
the developer could anticipate in advance.
The T-Rex mission planner was proposed to design a mission

be found because they are applied in various fields, but it is difficult to
generalize these algorithms because each application field has
different problem characteristics. To overcome this limitation, this

planning architecture using an AUV and output plans based on the
time (McGann et al., 2007). Because it is difficult for an AUV to
communicate smoothly, high autonomy is required when using an

study attempted to use the planning domain definition language
(PDDL), which is a language tool developed to solve planning
problems generally. The PDDL can solve mission planning problems

AUV to survey a marine environment. To deal with the high
uncertainty in an underwater environment, a goal-oriented planning
method was adopted, which allowed it to perform a mission without

in various fields by describing them using a unified language system
(Moon, 2021). However, it may be inefficient to use the PDDL for an
actual mission because of the characteristics of the PDDL. When a

clearly defining specific actions. However, the algorithm lacks
scalability. Thus, it had the drawback of being difficult to apply to
large-scale problems.

mission’s difficulty is high, the PDDL is often satisfied with producing
any mission plans that can be used to achieve the goal rather than
producing an optimized mission result.

Later, a mission planner that could be applied to multiple AUVs was
developed, supplementing the T-Rex problem (Py et al., 2016). That
study took into account a case where the autonomy systems were

This paper proposes the adoption of an optimization process using a
dynamic planning method to supplement the disadvantage of mission
planning using the PDDL. Unlike the planning methods with the

heterogeneous, thus considering the communication between an
unmanned aerial vehicle and AUVs. An artificial intelligence-based
mixed-initiative mission planner was introduced to perform the

PDDL, the optimization techniques studied in the operation research
(OR) field can effectively solve traveling salesman problems (TSP)
and vehicle routing problems based on predetermined graph structures.

mission distribution and scheduling of multiple AMVs, and the overall
mission planning was performed based on a centralized approach
through communication between the AMVs.

The part that optimizes the traveling path in a complex autonomous
system is separated and solved using a conventional dynamic
programming method from the OR field. Then, based on the optimized

A study was conducted on the construction of the ROSPlan mission
planner to manipulate structures directly using AUVs (Palomeras et
al., 2016). Unlike missions such as collecting environmental samples,

path result produced, constraints are added to the PDDL to reduce the
search region to be explored in the PDDL. The proposed method was
evaluated by applying it to mission scenarios with various levels of

missions that involve physically direct intervention require continuous
planning because the increased uncertainty of changes based on the
action. In this study, one AUV was used to perform the task of turning

difficulty, confirming that better and faster mission planning results
can be produced compared to the conventional mission planning
method.

a valve. In this task environment, the shape or form of the surrounding
structures could vary, and it had to be able to cope with the situation
where the task was not completed within a set period. Therefore,

2. Developed Mission Planner for AMVs

scheduling was even more important. The plan included the estimated
time of completing each task, and if a decision made at the high level
was not performed at the low-level control, taking more time than

2.1 Mission Planner in Marine Environment
The mission planner structurally separates the roles of recognizing
the surrounding environment and situation, setting mission objectives,

planned, then it was regarded as a failure, and re-planning was
performed so that the mission could continue.
The four studies introduced above represent mission planners that
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can easily be applied to other studies by expanding their structures,
which means that their use can be considered first. In the case of
action-based mission planners, it is difficult to evaluate the efficiency

OR field has the advantage of allowing the mission performances of
multiple mobile robots to effectively be optimized, but it is difficult to
specify and formulate the mission, such as defining actions at a high

of a mission plan because the action decisions vary depending on the
developer’s capability. Mission planners that used the PDDL have
been rated higher in relation to the plan’s specificity and mission

dimension, like the PDDL. Combining a conventionally used
algorithm with high optimality and the PDDL, which can be used to
formulate abstract missions, as in Carreno et al. (2020), has recently

delivery compared to other mission planners (Martinez et al., 2020).
Furthermore, the existence of various PDDL variants is advantageous.
Out of these, an appropriate one can be selected based on the situation

been studied by multiple researchers because these two independent
research fields can complement each other (Muñoz et al., 2016; Silver
et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2019).

of the problem to be solved. Therefore, the generalizability and
adaptability are high.

3. Mission Planning Using PDDL

2.2 Development of Efficient Planner
Path planning accounts for a large proportion of the mission
planning for a mobile robot. If the mission that the vehicle has to
perform after moving to the mission’s region is not complex, the entire
mission planning problem may be replaced by a path planning
problem. Path planning is usually divided into a task allocation
problem that specifies the mission’s region to be visited by multiple

The PDDL is a language system developed to standardize mission
planning algorithms. It was developed based on the Stanford research
institute problem (STRIPS) and action description language (ADL),
which are conventional mission planning languages. The PDDL by
itself does not provide a mission planning function but makes it
possible to apply the same mission planning algorithm to mission

for performing the allocated tasks. Many studies have been conducted

planning problems in various fields by defining them with a unified
grammar. However, various versions of the PDDL and extended
PDDLs have been developed based on the characteristics required in

to solve these two coupled problems in combination.

various mission planning problems.

robots and a scheduling problem that determines the sequential order

Temporal planning can be optimized using a genetic algorithm
(Miloradović, et al., 2017). If heterogeneous autonomous systems are

3.1 PDDL Variations

used, there is a high possibility that the constraints will have high

PDDL 1.x, which is the most basic version of the PDDL, is driven
by a logical modeling method and based solely on the true or false
values of given propositions. We define each variable’s state value and

non-linearity. Therefore, the process of finding the solution using a
genetic algorithm may be efficient. Because the sensitivity to mutation
is high and can easily diverge as a result of the characteristics of the
problem in mission planning, the proposed algorithm considers this to
maintain a certain number of entities that have no mutation among the
entities that are evolving. In addition, it sometimes uses prior
knowledge of the problem for mutations. Based on this, a solution
close to the optimal solution can be quickly found.
In one attempt to find the optimal solution, the mission planning
problem was defined as an OR-based problem (Tsiogkas and Lane,
2018). A constraint was applied where each autonomous vehicle
possessed limited resources, and an attempt was made to find a plan
where as many tasks as possible could be performed while complying
with the constraint on the operating time. Despite utilizing an
orienteering problem for the problem definition, the re-planning and
environment information were based on the mission planning
algorithm’s goal.
Another study used the PDDL for mission planning after allocating
tasks to increase the efficiency of the mission planning for multiple
AUVs (Carreno et al., 2020). Even if the problem was only described
using the PDDL, concurrency and heterogeneity could be achieved.
Although the efficiency of the mission planning and success rate of the
mission plan were low, task allocation that considered the
heterogeneity, which was proposed in the paper, improved this
significantly.
As the above previous studies have shown, the use of research in the

the action model in advance. The action model can change the states of
variables under the given condition, and only the basic logical
operators (and/or) can be used in the given condition. The mission
planning algorithm finds a sequence of actions to reach the target state
from the initial state, where the basic goal is reaching it through a
minimum number of actions. Depending on the version, it is also
possible to define the cost for each action in advance and set a goal of
minimizing the sum of the cost functions of the action sequence.
PDDL 2.1 significantly improved the expression capability of the
mission planning language through the adoption of time and numeric
variables, which could not previously be represented (Geffner, 2003).
It adopts period parameters for modeling the time required for the
tasks to produce a plan based on time, and uses three new points to
apply the conditions of the operation start time, operation termination
time, and operation duration. For variables that change as the result of
an action, the effect can also be applied at the start and end of the
action in a similar way. Numeric variables enable the expression of
continuous resources such as batteries and materials, facilitating the
planning of more realistic mission scenarios.
PDDL 3.0 allows the adoption of preferred constraints in mission
plans. In other words, it was extended to allow the language to reflect
a user’s preference, even if various actions are possible. In each
version of the PDDL, every action changes the state variables
deterministically. In the probabilistic PDDL or relational dynamic
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influence diagram language (RDDL), however, the action model is
defined probabilistically, which makes it possible to describe
problems involving a partially observable Markov decision process

mission planner that proceeds while examining the survey region in
the forward direction, and it facilitates the inference of continuous
linear changes. Here, heuristic refers to a decision-making method set

(POMDP).
3.2 PDDL 2.1 Definition

based on experience and prior knowledge. The linear programming
method and fast forward type-search algorithm have been combined in
the COLIN algorithm’s practical implementation process. Forward-

PDDL 2.1 is a typically used for the mission planning algorithms of
heterogeneous and multiple systems because it supports a function for
planning the concurrent action commands of multiple agents. PDDL

chaining partial-order planning (POPF) (Coles et al., 2021) was
constructed based on the COLIN algorithm, and it uses the idea of
proceeding with the mission plan by partially dividing each stage in

2.1 aims to minimize the time required for the mission plan and uses a
tuple consisting of      .

the process of searching for the solution. It aims to find a solution that
satisfies the given condition by finding the constraints that must be
solved sequentially, rather than actions that are executed after certain

-  refers to the initial state and consists of a true/false logical
variable and numeric variable (  ).
-  refers to the possible action set, where each action is defined by

conditions have already been satisfied. Optimizing preferences and
time-dependent costs (OPTIC) (Benton et al., 2012) manages the
interaction between the preferred time constraints and the mandatory

the prerequisites, execution effects, and action’s duration.
(   ⊢  ↔  ⊣  ⊢  ⊣ ) The prerequisites are

time constraints occurring in the mission planning stage based on the
integer programming method.

divided into conditions that must be satisfied before, after, and
while the action is being performed. For the execution effects, the
variables that change before and after the action starts can be
defined.
-  is the goal state and refers to the variable condition that is to be
finally reached.
-  is the cost function to be optimized and is defined as the total
time required to perform the mission.
- The logical variable for each prerequisite and effect can use only
the basic logical operators.
- The following operators can be used by the numeric variable for
each prerequisite and effect:
        ∈≤≥  c∈

(1)

        ∈×÷ 

(2)

When a mission planning problem is described as above through
PDDL 2.1, the mission planning algorithm finds a series of action
sequences to reach the goal state from the initial state. The algorithm
tries to find a solution that minimizes the time required while
accomplishing the mission as represented in eqn. (3), but when it is
difficult to find the optimal solution because the problem’s complexity
is large, it may aim to find only an adequately satisfactory solution.
argmin       a  n ∣ai ∈A an ∘⋯∘a I  G (3)

3.3 PDDL 2.1 Planner
To solve a problem described using PDDL 2.1, a mission planning
algorithm that analyzes the problem type and searches for a solution
must be used. The mission planning algorithms that can be used in
marine environment mission planning are as follows. Continuous
linear planner (COLIN) (Coles et al., 2012) is a heuristic-based

4. Methodology
4.1 Mission Scenario
Fig. 1 shows a complex system that includes an ASV and AUVs,
which is currently being developed in a project involving the source
technology for AMVs. This paper considers various scenarios to
produce mission planning results. In this research and development,
we used a complex system consisting of an ASV and three AUVs
loaded on the ASV to carry out a mission that included a bathymetry
survey and creation of a digital map at a depth of more than 2,000 m. A
buoyancy-controlled AUV conducted a survey independently over a
broad region and long period of time, while the bathymetry survey was
conducted using two power-controlled AUVs. The ASV had the role
of transporting and recharging the AUVs. The main actions of this
complex autonomous system consisted of the ASV traveling to the
survey point, the deployment and docking of the AUVs, and the
bathymetry survey by the AUVs. The goal was to perform this mission
autonomously over an operating distance of up to 1,000 km and a
period of up to seven days. The mission planner for the complex
system needed high reliability to perform the mission autonomously
for a long period.
4.2 PDDL Description
The problem was described using the grammar of PDDL 2.1 based
on the presented scenario. The PDDL consists of domain files that
define the rules of a problem to be solved and problem files containing
the environment setting information. The problem files are composed
separately. Thus, it has the advantage of being able to easily solve a
variety of problems in the same domain.
The state variables and action model were defined in the domain file
according to the PDDL 2.1 grammar. The state variables included the
complex system’s navigation information, environment information,
battery status information, and fault diagnostic information. The
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Fig. 1 Example of a mission using an unmanned surface vehicle and autonomous underwater vehicle in the marine environment
(Courtesy of KRISO)
Table 1 Part of domain files and problem files following PDDL 2.1 format
Domain file

Problem file

(:types AUV waypoint region)
(:predicates
(located ?wp – waypoint)
(AUVlocated ?wp – waypoint ?a – AUV)
(surveyed ?r – region)
(onUSV ?a – AUV)
...
(:functions
(battery ?a – AUV)
(consumption)
(surveyspeed)
(USVspeed)
...
(:durative-action move
:parameters (?wpi ?wpf – waypoint)
:duration (= ?duration (/ (distance ?wpi ?wpf) (USVspeed))
:condition (and
(at start (USVavailable))
(at start (located ?wpi))
(at start (movable ?wpi ?wpf))
:effect (and
(at start (not (located ?wpi)))
(at start (not (USVavailable)))
(at end (USVavailable))
(at end (located ?wpf))
(at end (increase (total-distance) (distance ?wpi ?wpf)))

(:init
(= (distance wp1 wp2) 200)
(= (distance wp1 wp3) 320)
(= (regionSize r1) 60)
(= (regionSize r2) 60)
(movable wp1 wp2)
(movable wp2 wp3)
(USVavailable)
(AUVavailable a1)
(onUSV a1)
(= (surveySpeed) 5)
(located wp1)
...
(:goal (and
(surveyed r1)
(surveyed r2)
(located wp1)
(onUSV a1)
(onUSV a2)
(BCgone)

regions to be surveyed and waypoints were also set up. In the case of

ASV has to transport the AUVs to the waypoints included in the

the exploration region survey by the AUVs, we assumed that there
were pre-planned survey patterns that would make it possible to
conduct the survey once the AUVs arrived at the survey region. The

survey region and then deploy them. Because there could be multiple
waypoints in the survey region, as well as waypoints outside the
survey region, the survey region and waypoint variables were set
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(a) Optimal path produced by TSP

(b) Add 1-neighboring node

(b) Add 2-neighboring node

Fig. 2 Optimal path obtained from solving the traveling salesman problem and additional movable paths.
separately. The action model included the travel of the ASV,

reduction of the traveling distance was considered. The optimal travel

deployment and docking of the AUVs, exploration region survey by
the AUVs, and recharging of the AUVs at the ASV.

path that reduced the traveling distance could be used because it

move (?wpi, ?wpf): The ASV moves from Waypoint ?wpi to
Waypoint ?wpf.
deploy (?a, ?wp): The ?a-th power-controlled AUV is deployed at

minimized the traveling distance was found through the OR tool that
solved the TSP. In the case of TSP optimization, even if more than 100

Waypoint ?wp.
BC_deploy (?wp): The buoyancy-controlled AUV is deployed at
Waypoint ?wp.

computation time for the entire mission plan because the optimization
could be performed in less than 1 s. Afterward, a movable variable was
added to the problem file so that the ASV could move along the

survey (?a, ?r, ?wp): The ?a-th power-controlled AUV surveys
exploration region ?r, starting from Waypoint ?wp.
dock (?a, ?wp): The ?a -th power-controlled AUV is docked at

optimal path found. In this case, the number of possible cases of the
move action that the ASV could take at the waypoint where the ASV
was located was reduced from (Total Number of Waypoints – 1) to 1,

Waypoint ?wp.
charge (?a): The ?a-th power-controlled AUV mounted on the ASV
is recharged.

which meant the survey regions could be reduced significantly.
Because the optimal path of the ASV found by the TSP was different
from the optimal path of the problem that was to be solved originally,

The problem file contained information about the initial state of the

moveable paths could be added to compensate for this. In this paper,
we add the condition that it is possible to move to a nearby waypoint in
the optimal path sequence produced in the TSP with heuristics. Fig. 2

significantly reduced the cost function result for traveling.
When waypoints were given in the problem, the solution that

mission and goal state to be reached. The initial state information
included the values of all the state variables used in the domain file,
such as the traveling speed of the ASV, charging speed of the AUV,
survey region’s size, and locations of waypoints. The goals were set to

waypoints were given, there was no significant increase in the

shows the moveable paths added according to the neighboring range
when it is possible to move to the neighboring waypoints in the
optimal path sequence.

deploy the buoyancy-controlled AUV based on the scenario, complete
the survey in all the designated regions, and return to the initial starting

5. Experiments and Results

position with the power-controlled AUVs. Table 1 shows an example
of domain files and problem files created.
4.3 Constrained PDDL Using TSP
The problem presented in the scenario could not simply be replaced by
a traveling path planning problem because it included the functions for
deploying, docking, and charging the AUVs. However, as the number of
survey regions increased, the optimality of the planned mission was
greatly affected by the ASV’s mission routes. Because the ASV had two
AUVs that could perform surveys, the ASV could travel repeatedly to
deploy and recover these AUVs at different areas, which allowed the
mission to be carried out faster. However, because this required the
AUVs to be fully charged for surveying, the ASV’s optimal travel path
could be different from the optimal travel path produced when only the

The mission planning algorithm was executed in various
environments to evaluate the proposed algorithm’s performance.
Based on the given mission scenario, the complex system had to
deploy the buoyancy-controlled AUV and use two power-controlled
AUVs to survey underwater regions within a range of 1,000 km. The
survey regions were randomly generated within the range, and the
number of survey regions was changed to examine the mission
performance in relation to the difficulty level of the problem. Because
each mission planner generated the same mission planning result for
the same problem setting, ten problems were created for each number
of survey regions, and each algorithm was used to solve these
problems. The mission planning algorithms had a time constraint of 1
min, and the best result produced within this time was used.
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5.1 Discussion on Planned Result
To examine the characteristics of the mission planning results using
the PDDL before comparing the performances of the different

problem in a real-world operation to let the AUV remain underwater
for a long time without recovering it, this could be solved by adding

algorithms, Table 2 summarizes the mission planning results of the
algorithms for a relatively simple problem where there were two
survey regions. As shown in the table, the total mission duration varied

effective in solving complex problems, but it is necessary to verify the
results in various scenarios before using them in real operations and
check whether the user approves them for each situation.

depending on the mission planning algorithm used. The convergence
to the same optimal solution was found in the POPF and OPTIC
algorithms, but the solution did not converge within 1 min in the

5.2 Mission Planning Success Rate
The difficulty of the problem tended to increase with the number of

COLIN algorithm. In the case of COLIN, the convergence to the
optimal solution was confirmed when 2 min were given for the
computation time.

survey regions. Consequently, there were cases where an action
sequence that could reach the goal state from the initial state within a
limited time of 1 min could not be found. The mission success rate was

In the mission planning results produced by POPF and OPTIC, it
was found that the ASV moved to Waypoint 3 at 19.152, and at the
same time, AUV1 surveyed the r0 region. Thus, PDDL 2.1 could plan

examined based on the randomly generated number of survey regions
in the mission scenarios, and Fig. 3 shows the results.
If constraints were added to the PDDL problem using the TSP in
advance, the number of usable action cases decreased, but at the same
time, the width of the action for reaching the target became narrower.
Therefore, the success rate of the mission planning results did not
increase unconditionally. Nevertheless, it was found that the mission
success rate was generally higher or similar when constraints were

multiple, heterogeneous missions simultaneously because each action
was performed based on time. Furthermore, to minimize the final
mission duration, the AUV may not be recovered immediately after
completing the survey in a region; rather, it could be recovered later
after completing another mission and returning. If it would be a

constraints. In the light of these results, the mission planner could be

Table 2 Results of planning witth PDDL 2.1 according to the planners. Each action sequence is represented as <start time: (action)
[action duration]>.
COLIN

POPF

OPTIC

0.000: (move wp0 wp2) [18.150]
18.151: (deploy a1 wp2) [1.000]
19.152: (survey a1 r0 wp2) [20.000]
19.153: (move wp2 wp3) [32.350]
51.504: (deploy a2 wp3) [1.000]
52.505: (survey a2 r1 wp3) [20.000]
72.506: (dock a2 wp3) [1.000]
73.507: (move wp3 wp2) [32.350]
86.860: (charge a2) [20.000]
105.858: (dock a1 wp2) [1.000]
106.859: (charge a1) [20.000]
106.861: (move wp2 wp1) [22.400]
129.262: (bc_deploy wp1) [1.000]
130.263: (move wp1 wp0) [32.800]

0.000: (move wp0 wp2) [18.150]
18.151: (deploy a1 wp2) [1.000]
19.152: (move wp2 wp3) [32.350]
19.152: (survey a1 r0 wp2) [20.000]
51.503: (deploy a2 wp3) [1.000]
52.504: (survey a2 r1 wp3) [20.000]
72.505: (dock a2 wp3) [1.000]
73.506: (move wp3 wp1) [45.300]
118.807: (bc_deploy wp1) [1.000]
119.808: (move wp1 wp2) [22.400]
142.209: (dock a1 wp2) [1.000]
143.210: (move wp2 wp0) [18.150]

0.000: (move wp0 wp2) [18.150]
18.151: (deploy a1 wp2) [1.000]
19.152: (move wp2 wp3) [32.350]
19.152: (survey a1 r0 wp2) [20.000]
51.503: (deploy a2 wp3) [1.000]
52.504: (survey a2 r1 wp3) [20.000]
72.505: (dock a2 wp3) [1.000]
73.506: (move wp3 wp1) [45.300]
118.807: (bc_deploy wp1) [1.000]
119.808: (move wp1 wp2) [22.400]
142.209: (dock a1 wp2) [1.000]
143.210: (move wp2 wp0) [18.150]

(a) COLIN

(b) POPF

(b) OPTIC

Fig. 3 Number of mission successes according to the mission planner. OPTIC algorithm can find all solutions up to 9 survey regions.
TSP-0 means that the movable path is set as the optimal path from the TSP result. TSP-1 and TSP-2 are cases where moving
to 1 and 2 neighboring nodes is possible, respectively.
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(b) Small number of survey regions

(b) Large number of survey regions

Fig. 4 Makespan according to the number of survey regions. As the mission planner minimizes makespan. Only the case of 10 survey
regions in TSP-2 uses 9 samples, and 10 samples are used for others.
added. The mission success rate declined, starting from when the
number of survey regions was four in the case of the COLIN and POPF
algorithms. A high success rate was obtained when neighboring
waypoints were not used in the case of COLIN and when a
neighboring waypoint was used in the case of POPF. In the case of
OPTIC, the success rate started to decrease after 16 survey regions
because the stability was higher in a successful mission plan with this
algorithm compared to the other two algorithms. When constraints
were added in the PDDL, the mission sometimes failed in the past, but
when the scale of the problem increased, the success rate was high. It
was also confirmed that the number of successes was maintained at
nine or higher for up to 24 survey regions in the case of TSP-0.
5.3 Mission Planning Performance
Using box-and-whisker plots, Fig. 4 shows the total mission
durations of the mission planning results of the OPTIC mission
planning algorithm. In the case of the COLIN and POPF algorithms,
the mission success rate dropped drastically as the number of survey
regions increased. Furthermore, because the pattern in the case of a
small number of survey regions also did not show much difference
from that of OPTIC, we only show the results of OPTIC.
When the number of survey regions was small, the scale of the
problem was small, and the algorithm’s optimization could be
performed within a given limited time of 1 min. In this case, the
performance of TSP-0, which had constraints on the waypoints where
the AUV could move, was not good compared to other cases, but the
performance difference was not very large. On the other hand, when
the number of survey regions was large, the scale of the problem
increased, making it difficult to get sufficiently close to the optimal
solution within the limited time. In addition, because the TSP
constraints provided heuristics close to the optimal solution, a good
solution could be found more quickly. In TSP-1, the performance
tended to decrease, and in TSP-2, although there was volatility, the
performance was generally similar. Nevertheless, the performance did

not degrade entirely because both cases resulted in a higher mission
success rate when the number of missions increased further to 16 or
more. In sum, for the constraint used in finding an optimal solution, the
effects of the constraint on the solution had a complex trade-off
relationship, because the solution approached the optimal solution
based on the strength of the constraint. Therefore, we can say that in
this scenario, TSP-0 and TSP-2 provided more significant heuristics,
improving the mission planning algorithm’s performance.

6. Conclusions
Complex autonomous systems open up the possibility of performing
high-difficulty missions over a long period, which could not be
performed previously, through the collaboration of various systems.
Complex autonomous systems constructed for use in a marine
environment where communication is highly restricted and uncertainty
is high should have highly reliable autonomy. To this end, it is
necessary to analyze and act at a high level in terms of determining
situations and making decisions. PDDL-based mission planning has
the drawback that it is difficult to optimize a complex problem with a
large task size because of the mission planning characteristics.
However, such algorithms are commonly used in mission planners
because they make it possible to proceed with a mission plan at the
action level, and the generalizability and adaptability of mission
expression are high. At the same time, when using complex
autonomous systems, path planning accounts for a large portion of the
total mission plan, and this problem can be solved more efficiently
using an OR-based dynamic programming method. In this paper, we
improved the performance of mission planning by applying OR-based
path planning results to PDDL-based mission planning problems. The
proposed method improved the success rate of the mission plan and the
optimality of the mission planning result, thus showing that mission
planning with higher reliability is possible.
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ABSTRACT: The deep ocean engineering basin (DOEB) of the Korea Research Institute of Ship and Ocean Engineering (KRISO) is
equipped with an extreme-environment reproduction facility that can analyze the motion characteristics of offshore structures and ships. In
recent years, there have been requirements for a wide range of six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) motion measurements for performing
maneuvering tests and free-running tests of target objects (offshore structures or ships). This study introduces the process of developing a
wide-area motion measurement technology by incorporating the auto-tracking technology of the towing carriage system to overcome the
existing 6-DOF motion measurement limitation. To realize a wide range of motion measurements, the automatic tracking control system of
the towing carriage in the DOEB was designed as a speed control method. To verify the control performance, the characteristics of the
towing carriage according to the variation in control gain were analyzed. Finally, a wide range of motions was tested using a model test
object (a remotely operated vehicle (ROV)), and the wide-area motion measurement technology was implemented using an automatic tracking
control system for a towing carriage.

1. Introduction
There is an urgent need to develop performance-evaluation

has also been constructed in the basin to simulate the captive model
test and ship running model.
Conventionally, the speed control methods for towing carriages in

technology for developing key capabilities in deep ocean offshore
plants and for analyzing research performance in deep ocean
engineering and offshore plants. Since 1995, the Korea Research

towing tanks that verify the speed performance of ships have been
studied for maintaining the speeds of target ships or vessels constant
while being towed (Hirano and Kasai, 1965). Certain studies focused

Institute of Ships and Ocean Engineering (KRISO) has been
developing technologies for model tests focusing on hydrodynamics
and mooring roles using ocean tanks. Moreover, it has constructed the

on the technologies for speed control of high-speed towing carriages
for the maintenance of high speeds over short distances (Shin et al.,
2005; Kim, 2015; Kim and Kim, 2016).

world’s largest deep ocean engineering basin (DOEB) with its
technical capabilities. The DOEB has a length of 100, width of 50 m,
and maximum depth of 50 m (15 m + 30 m). As shown in Fig. 1, the

Unlike towing tanks, the DOEB is a research and testing facility that
enables fundamental studies (motion (seakeeping) tests of ships and
offshore structures, free running modeling tests, and mooring model

DOEB is equipped with an environment reproduction system that
includes a wave maker for creating waves to simulate ocean
environmental conditions and deep ocean environments, a current

tests of offshore structure) as well as research activities to precisely
reproduce ocean environments under a variety of conditions of water
depth, current, and deep pit. Recently, the range of motion of model

generator to realize currents, a wind generator, and a movable bottom
to control the water level. A towing carriage with a length of 12 m,
width of 50 m, height of 12 m, and weight of approximately 50 tons

ships has been extended. Furthermore, the demand to expand the area
of the six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) motion measurement system
has been increasing for the advancement of free running model test
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Fig. 1 View map and image of deep ocean engineering basin (DOEB)
methods (Peña et al., 2015; Malas et al., 2019).
Recently, free running model tests have been conducted

measurement area of the non-contact 6-DOF motion measurement
system. In addition, the study presented the results of the measurement

extensively for ship maneuvering and motion tests. However, it is
difficult to measure a wide range of 6-DOF motions of a target object
(Peña et al., 2013). Considering these technology trends, it is

area expansion of the motion measurement system (length
approximately 5 m→30 m, width approximately 5 m→15 m) through
underwater vehicle model tests.

necessary to perform underwater 6-DOF motion measurement and
expand the measurement area to analyze the maneuvering
performance and motion characteristics of underwater vehicles
subjected to extreme conditions.
The auto-tracking feature of the towing carriage in the DOEB is
aimed at expanding the range of motion-measurement by enabling the
towing carriage to track the target object. Thereby, the limitations of
the optical motion measurement system when the target object moves
to an area with a wide range of motions can be overcome.
In response to these demands and needs, the expansion of
measurement area using towing carriages was studied in the DOEB.
Furthermore, this study designed speed control-based auto-tracking

2. Auto-tracking Control Method for
Towing Carriage in DOEB
2.1 Speed Control System of Towing Carriage
During the operation of the towing carriage in the DOEB, the wheel
rolls on the rail after going through the reducer as the driving motor
rotates. Because this driving operation is identical to that of the rack
and pinion structure (Fig. 2), the thrust force and torque can be
expressed as follows:
         

(1)

control methods for the towing carriage system (which weighs at least
approximately 50 tons) and analyzed the performance of auto-tracking
controllers by characteristic analysis tests.

where    represents the additional external force required for

By applying the method for auto-tracking control of the towing
carriage in the DOEB, this study proposed a method to expand the

the towing carriage to tow the target object. The force that the motor
should produce for acceleration (  ) is expressed as Eq. (2):

Fig. 2 Kinematics of motor drive (rack and pinion) of towing carriage in DOEB
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(2)

   × 

The force that the motor should produce to overcome the friction
generated at the motor drive of the towing carriage (   ) is
expressed as Eq. (3):
(3)

    ×  ×   

where  is the weight of the towing carriage,  is the acceleration
due to gravity, and    is the coefficient of friction between the
towing carriage wheels and rails.
(4)

   ×   

As shown in Eq. (4), the torque that the motor should produce can be
calculated conveniently. However, this must be reviewed thoroughly
considering various factors such as the inertia according to the mass of
the towing carriage, the efficiency and inertia of the reducer, and the
inertia of the motor. With regard to the speed control of the towing
carriage, the motor driver controls the motor’s angular velocity and
acceleration torque for the carriage speed to attain the target speed
(Fig. 3). The motor drive controls the 1) force required for the carriage
movement with the electric current and 2) rotating speed by applying a
frequency to the motor with the position and speed gained from the
encoder.

2.2 Design of Auto-tracking Controller
To develop the speed control-based tracking technology of towing
carriage (which is a heavy vehicle), information regarding the target
object (such as the movement range and maximum speed) is required.
The target object used in the ocean tank is a model with a scale ratio of
at least 50. The test is conducted in the area where the object maintains
a constant speed within the movement speed range of at most 0.5–2
m/s. The movement range of the target object is limited to within that
of the towing carriage.
The controller for the towing carriage to track the target object
requires accurate position–speed–acceleration data on the target. The
non-contact 6-DOF motion measurement system has a measurement
accuracy less than 0.1 mm and provides the position data of the target
object at a sampling speed of 100 Hz (Table 1). With this measurement
accuracy, the measurement system provides the 6-DOF motion data of
the target object within the camera measurement range (5 (width) × 5
(length) m). The position data received from the motion measurement
device was calculated and used as the feedback signals required for the
auto-tracking controller.
However, because the towing carriage system (the control target) is
a large and heavy structure, an abrupt application of acceleration could
critically damage the motor drive. Therefore, the controller should be
designed to ensure that the acceleration is below the maximum motor
acceleration of the towing carriage in the DOEB (approximately 0.6
m/s2). To achieve this, the position error that causes an abrupt

Fig. 3 Speed control loop of DOEB’s carriage
Table 1 Result of position accuracy test for 6-DOF measurement system
Test ID

Position 1 (mm)

Position 2 (mm)

Distance (mm)

Measurement (mm)

Error (mm)

X axis - 01

0

10

10

10.059

0.059

X axis - 02

10

20

10

20.066

0.066

X axis - 03

20

30

10

30.094

0.094

X axis - 04

30

40

10

40.064

0.064

X axis - 05

40

50

10

50.076

0.076

Y axis - 01

0

10

10

10.076

0.076

Y axis - 02

10

20

10

19.976

-0.024

Y axis - 03

20

30

10

29.922

-0.078

Y axis - 04

30

40

10

39.949

-0.051

Y axis - 05

40

50

10

49.928

-0.072
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Fig. 4 Auto-tracking system control loop of DOEB’s carriage
application of acceleration was not used, and the controller was
designed to set the speed error with the target control value. This speed

reduced during the initial acceleration and deceleration by limiting the
maximum acceleration. Furthermore, the error range of position was

control method could cause delays according to the system response
speed, and position errors corresponding to the time delay can occur.
However, this position error was not considered as problematic as long

permitted by securing the measurement area of the optical system that
measures the position of the target object even when position errors
occur.

as a controller with an appropriate response speed within the
measurement range was used because the camera measurement range
of the motion measurement system was sufficiently wide.

As shown in Fig. 5, the coordinate system of the DOEB’s towing
carriage was defined to be identical to that of the DOEB tank. In
addition, the target object (a remotely operated vehicle (ROV)) uses

The auto-tracking system of the towing carriage in the DOEB
incorporates the control loop system shown in Fig. 4. When a ship or
an underwater vehicle moves on a free trajectory in the water tank, the

the object-centered coordinate system at its center.
The surge-sway position data of the target object measured by the
6-DOF motion measurement system was obtained based on the target

6-DOF motion of the target object is measured using the non-contact
optical sensors. The measured signals are entered into the control
system of the towing carriage through the low pass filter (LPF), and

object-centered coordinate system. It was then converted into the
coordinate system of the towing carriage. The converted position data
are expressed as Eq. (5). In this equation, ′  and ′  represent the

the position signal is differentiated inside the carriage’s control system
to calculate the speed and acceleration. Based on the calculated speed
and acceleration of the target object, the proportion-differential (PD)

position data after the surge-sway data of the ROV is converted into
the towing carriage coordinate system. The errors between the altered

controller operates the towing carriage to reduce the difference in
speed between the target object and carriage to perform the
auto-tracking function.
A general auto-tracking control system enables position control
after speed control. However, owing to the characteristic of the towing
carriage (which is a large and heavy structure in the DOEB and weighs
approximately 50 tons), the mechanical load of the motor drive was

Fig. 5 Coordinate systems of DOEB tank and target object (ROV)

position data and the position that the towing carriage should move to
are expressed as Eq. (6).
In Eq. (6),  is the position error matrix, where each position error
is composed of  and  .
′    cos sin  
 


′    sin cos   

(5)
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  ′      
 

  ′      

  

    cos    sin    
    cos    sin    

(6)

Substantial electrical noise can be generated when the above
position error is entered in the controller through the optical-based
non-contact sensors. To eliminate the noise, the exponential moving
average (EMA) was used for the LPF as shown in Eq. (7):

 








    ∙    


 

 
   


(10)

 
      


(11)

            

As shown in Eq. (11), the controller is designed to respond to the   gain values according to the speed variation so that the position errors

(7)

 is a weight decrease factor (between zero and one). The higher 

is, the higher is the measurement speed.
 is a value that varies with time, and  is the EMA of the values
that vary with time.
According to the formula of Hunter (1986), if Eq. (7) is applied
repeatedly for a long time,  can eventually be expressed as the
weighted sum of the reference point of  :
                 ⋯
⋯                  

(9)

(8)

As shown in Eq. (9), the position error data obtained through the LPF
(EMA) is calculated as   , and it is differentiated to create the

are not reflected. As a result, this speed PD controller does not respond
to marginal position errors. This, in turn, causes position errors after the
initial time delays. However, because the position errors within 5 m of
the motion measurement range is not problematic in position tracking,
the control target was set to limit the time delay to within 2.5 s
considering the maximum movement speed of the target object (2 m/s).
This is shown in Fig. 6. Furthermore, if the output of the PD controller
is calculated to be less than 0.05 m/s (which results in repeated fine
movements), the heavy towing carriage could cause vibrations. This
could, in turn, put a strain on the motor drive. Moreover, when the speed
is controlled by continuous switching between the + and - directions
owing to the fine movements, the control output of the motor may
eventually diverge because of insufficient time for the delivery of the
control output to the motor drive. Therefore, the output was limited and
controlled to at least 0.05 m/s (dead zone).

velocity data   inside the controller as shown in Eq. (10). The gain
values of the PD controller (   ) are applied in the controller (  ).

2.3 Auto-tracking Controller Tuning
To check the performance of the previously designed auto-tracking

With regard to the target value of the controller, it is preferable for the
speed of the target object,    , to be identical to the

controller (tunning), the Ziegler-Nichols step response method is
generally used. However, the towing carriage system is difficult to
realize the speed of the towing carriage to apply the step response, and

towing carriage speed,    . This is shown in Eq. (11).

Fig. 6 Control goal review
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since the transfer function of the towing carriage, which is the control
target (plant), is not known, Fig. 7, an excitation device that can
replace the target was installed and oscillation was applied in the X

As shown in Fig. 7, the target object was simulated by attaching the
target that can be identified by the optical non-contact position
measuring instrument to the vibration exciter tracer. In addition, the

and Y directions to verify the performance of the controller based on
the frequency response method.

characteristics of the carriage’s auto-tracking controller were analyzed
after entering the tracer values presented in Table 2.

Fig. 7 Configuration for verification test of auto-tracking system of DOEB
Table 2 Result of verification test for auto-tracking system control
Tracer

1)

Controller(Carriage)

Results

Test ID

Acceleration
(m/s2)

Speed
(m/s2)

P Gain

D Gain

ACC
(m/s2)

Time delay
(Ts) (s)

Overshoot
(m)

AT-014

0.1

0.2

0.2

0

0.2

9.46

-4.665

AT-015

0.1

0.2

0.5

0

0.2

7.38

-3.884

AT-016

0.1

0.2

1

0

0.2

6.00

-2.388

AT-017

0.1

0.2

2

0

0.2

4.57

-1.068

AT-018

0.1

0.2

3

0

0.2

3.69

-0.504

AT-019

0.1

0.2

4

0

0.2

2.88

-0.259

AT-020

0.1

0.2

5

0

0.2

2.53

0.070

AT-021

0.1

0.2

6

0

0.2

2.32

0.161

AT-022

0.1

0.2

10

0

0.2

2.07

0.056

AT-024

0.1

0.2

2

0

0.24

3.56

-1.492

AT-025

0.1

0.2

4

0

0.24

2.27

-0.610

AT-026

0.1

0.2

5

0

0.24

2.02

-0.337

AT-027

0.1

0.2

6

0

0.24

1.92

-0.147

AT-028

0.1

0.2

8

0

0.24

1.63

0.028

AT-029

0.1

0.2

2

0

0.36

3.86

-1.718

AT-030

0.1

0.2

4

0

0.36

2.18

0.147

AT-030

0.1

0.2

5

0

0.36

1.70

-0.491

AT-031

0.1

0.2

6

0

0.36

1.61

-0.231

AT-032

0.1

0.2

8

0

0.36

1.30

-0.133

AT-112

0.1

0.2

5

1

0.36

1.8

-0.468

AT-113

0.1

0.2

5

10

0.36

1.77

-0.594

AT-114

0.1

0.2

5

20

0.36

1.67

-0.733

AT-115

0.1

0.2

5

30

0.36

1.3

-0.818

AT-116

0.1

0.2

5

0

0.5

2.05

-0.519

AT-117

0.1

0.2

5

20

0.5

1.56

-0.683

2

1)

ACC (m/s ) is the reaction acceleration setting of the AC-servo motor for a towing vehicle drive.
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(a) Analysis of verification test

(b) Test ID: AT-032

(c) P-gain variation test for each acceleration-Ts

(d) P-gain variation test for each acceleration-overshoot

(e) D-gain variation test for each acceleration-Ts

(f) D-gain variation test for each acceleration-Overshoot

Fig. 8 Result graph of verification test for auto-tracking system control
To examine the controller characteristics, the result of the response

the overshoot increases. Furthermore, the higher the set acceleration

of towing carriage position to the tracer movement (see Fig. 8(a)) was
analyzed in terms of Ts-time delay and overshoot. As shown in Fig.
8(c) and 8(d), as the P-gain is increased, the time delay decreases, and

value (i.e., the response speed of the towing carriage’s driving motor),
the larger are the time delay and overshoot. However, the use of a
P-gain of at least seven or motor acceleration of at least 0.4 m/s2 can
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Fig. 9 Acceleration result graph of verification test at P-gain = 7
generate friction noise in the motor drive and violent vibration of the
towing carriage owing to an abrupt variation in acceleration (see Fig.

patterns of a video clip of the measurement object. The video clip is
obtained from video footage collected by a number of cameras. The

9). Such friction and vibration could be problematic during long-term
use because these could place a constraint on the motor drive of the
towing carriage.

6-DOF motion measurement system of DOEB is divided into water
and underwater measurement systems (Fig. 10).
As shown in Fig. 10, the 6-DOF position measurement system that

Hence, the P-gain was set as five. The corresponding analysis results
according to the variations in D-gain are shown in Fig. 8(e) and 8(f).
The figure shows that the time delay and overshoot decreased as

uses an image camera has a significant impact on the measurement
area and precision level according to the camera arrangement. The

D-gain increased. However, the towing carriage accelerated or
decelerated frequently as D-gain increased. This caused vibration of
the carriage because the acceleration signal showed considerable

that at least two angles-of-view overlap each other. In addition, these
should be arranged so that the measurement can be performed in the
area where the camera measurement distance is minimum considering

variations with time as is evident from Fig. 8(b).
The results of the characteristic analysis according to the PD-gain
variation revealed that the acceleration or deceleration of the towing

the spatial resolution of the camera.

carriage’s motor speed shall be determined considering the maximum
speed of the tracking target object. Furthermore, the operation stability
of the towing carriage should be secured by a low D-gain value.

3. Expansion of 6-DOF Motion Measurement
Area of DOED
3.1 Non-contact 6-DOF Motion Measurement System
The 6-DOF measurement system of DOED uses a measuring device
that calculates the 6-DOF after mapping the distance of the
measurement space onto the corresponding points of the threedimensional space using the trigonometric technique, by analyzing the

cameras should be arranged according to the measurement principle so


     
  


   tan  


(12)
(13)

        
  ′     

As shown in Eqs. (12) and (13), the field of view (FOV) is
dependent on the performance of the camera (measurement distance
and angles of view), although the measurement range can be expanded
by increasing the number of cameras. However, the measurement area
of the 6-DOF measurement system is within the camera’s basic
performance range (maximum linear distance of 10 m) owing to the
practical limitations on the quantity and arrangement of cameras.
However, the model tests for maneuvering-performance or extreme
conditions of water/underwater vehicles using the free running system
necessitate an expansion of the measurement area. This requires
additional measures (e.g., increasing the number of cameras).
Therefore, the auto-tracking control method of the towing carriage was
applied to investigate the means to expand the measurement area.
3.2 Technology to Expand Motion Measurement Area Using
Auto-tracking Control Method
To adopt the auto-tracking control method of the towing carriage,
the feedback signals were transmitted as the signals of the position

Fig. 10 Configuration diagram of water/underwater 6-DOF motion
measurement system of DOEB

measuring device to track and calculate the position of the target ship
(see Fig. 11). However, because the position of the origin is important
in the auto-tracking control method, the initial position of the target
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Fig. 11 Measurement system signal examination of auto-tracking

Fig. 12 Configuration and photograph of underwater object (ROV) for measurement-area expansion model test
ship was set to be the center of the measurement area, and the response
speed of the tow carriage was adjusted by tuning the control gain of the

object).
The measurement area for the 6-DOF measurement system using

auto-tracking.
As shown in Fig.12, the model tests for expanding the measurement
area within the DOEB were conducted using the ROV (the underwater

underwater cameras was identified as shown in Fig. 13. The limited
measurement area was determined to be a range with a width of 5 m
and length of 5 m.

Fig. 13 Calibration result of underwater camera measurement area
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Fig. 14 Result of ROV-“ㄹ” motion trajectory test for measurement-area expansion model test
To evaluate the auto-tracking performance of the towing carriage,
the ROV was moved further than the measurement area of the 6-DOF
measurement system, and the towing carriage operation was

To determine the maximum range of measurement area within the
DOEB, the ROV was used to indicate the measurable points within the
ocean tank as shown in Fig. 15 (on the left). Furthermore, its trajectory

examined.
As shown in Fig. 14, the ROV was subjected to plane motion over a
“ㄹ”-shaped path with a width of 10 m and length of 10 m. It was

test results for the measurement-area expansion model test of the
towing carriage are shown in Fig. 3 (on the right). Thus, it was
determined that the non-contact 6-DOF motion measurement area was

determined that the towing carriage showed good performance of
ROV-tracking through the auto-tracking controller.

expanded to an area with a width of 15 m and length of 30 m using the
auto-tracking control method.
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Fig. 15 Result for maximum range in DOEB for measurement-area expansion model test

4. Conclusion

High-speed Towing Carriage for Uniform Speed (Master’s
Thesis). University of Seoul National University.

An auto-tracking controller was designed for the towing carriage in

Kim, J.S., & Kim, H.C. (2016). On the Design of Cantilever Type High

the DOEB with a width of 50 m, and its characteristics were analyzed
through a performance test. It was observed that the auto-tracking
control performance of the towing carriage in the DOEB was

Speed Towing Carriage with Excellent Acceleration Performance.

influenced mainly by the P-gain value and motor driving acceleration.
Furthermore, vibration and noise were generated when the excessive
driving acceleration was applied on the motor drive of the towing

Peña, F.L., Díaz, A.D., González, M.M., & Torres, B.P. (2015). An

carriage. Based on these observations, this study tested and verified the
technology to expand the measurement-range of underwater vehicle
motion from the camera measurement area (width of 5 m and length of

International Maritime Association of the Mediterranean, Pula,

5 m) to an area with a width of 15 m and length of 30 m. This includes
the movement range of the towing carriage using the carriage’s
auto-tracking control methods and non-contact motion measurement

Malas, B., Banks, J., Cappelletto, J., & Thornton, B. (2019).

system. Thereby, this study addressed the wide-area motion
measurement of model ships, the demand for which has been
increasing recently.

Model Measurement Technology for The Maritime Industry

Further studies would be conducted on a high-speed auto-tracking
control method for objects on water to advance the methods for
controlling towing carriages in DOEBs.
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ABSTRACT: The available underwater acoustic spectrum is limited. Therefore, it is imperative to avoid frequency interference from
overlapping frequencies of underwater acoustic equipment (UAE) for the co-existence of the UAE. Cognitive technology that senses idle
spectrum and actively avoids frequency interference is an efficient method to facilitate the collision-free operation of multiple UAE with
overlapping frequencies. Cognitive technology is adopted to identify the frequency usage of UAE to apply cognitive technology. To this end, we
investigated two principle underwater acoustic sources: UAE and marine animals. The UAE is classified into five types: underwater acoustic
modem, acoustic positioning system, multi-beam echo-sounder, side-scan sonar, and sub-bottom profiler. We analyzed the parameters of the
frequency band, directivity, range, and depth, which play a critical role in the design of underwater acoustic cognitive technology. Moreover,
the frequency band of several marine species was also examined. The mid-frequency band from 10 - 40 kHz was found to be the busiest.
Lastly, this study provides useful insights into the design of underwater acoustic cognitive technologies, where it is essential to avoid
interference among the UAE in this mid-frequency band.

1. Introduction
The growing interest in marine space has highlighted the

When such acoustic equipment operates simultaneously, signal
interferences occur between communication, navigation, and sonar
devices. In addition to man-made acoustic interferences, underwater

significance of marine resource development, maritime exploration,
and maritime defense. Consequently, underwater exploratory missions
are becoming more complex and diverse. Accordingly, various

marine animals cause natural acoustic interferences. For example,
some marine mammals use sound waves to communicate between
themselves and analyze reflected sound waves to avoid obstacles and

mission-specific underwater acoustic equipment (UAE) has been
developed, including underwater navigation, underwater mapping
exploration, underwater image acquisition, marine physical quantity

determine the proceeding direction (echolocation), and when these
signals interfere with artificial signals, it can cause severe damage.
There have been reports of cases where interferences between artificial

measurement, and data exchange. Depending on the operating
characteristics and required functions, the frequency band used by
such UAE vary. However, because there is no permit or restriction on

signals produced from equipment and naturally occurring signals have
led to dolphins colliding with ships and getting beached after losing
their heading, leading to the destruction of marine life.

frequency use in open frequency bands, such as those underwater, a
variety of acoustic equipment is mixed, causing the issue of frequency
overlaps between artificial interferences. Acoustic communication

Numerous cases and studies are underway to solve the
aforementioned problems caused by acoustic signal interferences.
Kongsberg’s K-Sync equipment (Kongsberg, 2020) allows the user to

systems and acoustic positioning systems are integral acoustic
equipment, particularly in systems equipped with sonar equipment for
seabed mapping or image acquisition, such as unmanned surface

set signal generating time, cycles, and intervals for each piece of
equipment when operating different acoustic equipment. It prevents
different pieces of equipment from generating signals simultaneously

vehicles (USVs), autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs), autonomous
underwater vehicle (AUVs), and remotely operated vehicles (ROVs).

to avoid signal interferences. Studies have been conducted to
investigate the frequency bands of marine mammals to avoid natural
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acoustic interferences (Ferguson and Cleary, 2001; Richardson et al.,
2013) and predict the frequencies used by marine animals to prevent
signal interference (Moore et al., 2012; Cheng 2017). The

equipment is classified according to the model of each manufacturer
based on the purpose of use, and devices used primarily for marine
exploration and investigation are chosen. The chosen equipment types

communication and network fields are leading the research on
underwater signal interference avoidance techniques, and studies have
been actively conducted to avoid interferences by applying multiple

include an underwater acoustic modem, acoustic positioning system,
multi-beam echo-sounder (MBES), side-scan sonar (SSS), and
sub-bottom profiler (SBP). We describe the equipment operating

media access control methods and using orthogonal times,
frequencies, codes, and phases between signals, or avoid signal
interferences using a directional antenna-applied transceiving method

characteristics according to the equipment type to determine the
temporal and spatial availability of frequency bands and introduce the
required specifications based on the described equipment

and an idle listening method before transmission (Ali et al., 2020;
Chitre et al., 2008; Goyal et al., 2019; Murad et al., 2015; Jiang 2008;
Zolich et al., 2019).

characteristics. In this study, the frequency bands of the marine
equipment and marine animals are investigated and illustrated in
graphs, and the major frequency bands of each piece of equipment and

As the use of UAE increases, their frequencies also increase, making
underwater frequency bands increasingly chaotic. Therefore, network
technology for frequency interference avoidance also becomes

marine animals are combined and illustrated in graphs for comparison
and analysis.
This study is organized as follows: In Section 2, status of underwater

increasingly significant. Network technology is adopted to avoid
signal interferences while using the limited underwater frequency
bands more efficiently. The process of avoiding signal interferences

acoustic equipment frequencies is summarized and plotted. In Section
3, the frequencies used by marine animals are analyzed and
summarized. Lastly, Section 4 provides the conclusion of this study.

requires the application of underwater cognitive acoustic network
technology to actively avoid the occupied frequency bands by
detecting idle underwater frequency bands and dynamically allocating

2. Status of Underwater Acoustic
Equipment Frequencies

frequency bands (Li et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2016a;
Luo et al., 2016b; Cheng et al., 2017). To apply the cognitive network
technology, The application of the cognitive network technology

2.1 Underwater Acoustic Modems

requires recognizing which underwater frequency bands are available
temporally and spatially, which prerequisites the investigation of
underwater acoustic frequency usage status.

Table 1 lists the specifications of product models for each
manufacturer of commercial underwater acoustic telemetry modems.
The commercial underwater acoustic telemetry modems use a

In this study, we investigate and analyze UAE that uses sound waves
and marine animals that communicate using sound waves. Moreover,
we summarize and describe the main frequency bands used by marine

frequency band from 2.5–180 kHz; however, depending on the
transmission distance, the frequency range varies. A frequency band of
20–180 kHz is used in a communication range of 1 km or less, 7.5–78

animals and the frequency usages of commercial products for distinct
UAE to use them as basic data for underwater wireless cognitive
network technology. The investigated and analyzed acoustic

kHz in a communication range of 1–5 km, 7–31 kHz in a
communication range of 5–10 km, and 2.5–31 kHz in a communication
range of over 10 km. As shown in Fig. 1, the primary frequency bands

Table 1 Specifications of underwater acoustic telemetry modems (Zia et al., 2021)

AM-OFDM-13A
AM-D2000

Freq. band
(kHz)
21–27
9–15

Comm. range
(m)
5000
5000

Operating depth
(m)
200
2000

Baud rate
(bps)
1500, 3000, 4500, 6000, 9000
375–1500

AM-AUV
AQUAmodem 500
AQUAmodem 1000

21–27
27–31
7.5–12

5000
250
5000

200
1000

375, 750, 1,500
25–100
300–2000

Blueprint Subsea
(Blueprint Subsea, 2020)

Sea Trac X150
Sea Trac X110
Sea Trac X110

24–32
24–32
24–32

1000
1000
1000

100–2000
100–2000
300

Desert Star Systems
(Desert Star Systems, 2020).

SAM-1

33.8–42,
65–75

1000

Microlink
Sealink C

10–30
0–20

1000
8000

300
300–400

Sealink R
Sealink S

10–45
0–20

2500
8000

300
300–400

Manufacturer
AquaSeNT.
(AquaSeNT, 2020)
Aquatec
(Aquatec, 2020)

DiveNET
(DiveNET, 2020)

Model

300

100
100
100
5–150
78
88
560, 1200
80
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Table 1 Specifications of underwater acoustic telemetry modems (Zia et al., 2021) (Continuation)
Manufacturer
DSPComm
(DSPComm, 2020)

EvoLogics
(Evologics, 2020)

Kongsberg
(Kongsberg, 2020)

Linkquest
(LinkQuest, 2020)

Sercel
(Sercel, 2020)

Sonardyne
(Sonardyne, 2020)

Model

Freq. band
(kHz)

Comm. range
(m)

Operating depth
(m)

Baud rate
(bps)

AquaComm

16–30

3000–5000

-

100, 240, 480

AquaComm Gen2

16–30

8000

-

100–1000

AquaNetwork

16–30

3000

-

100, 480

S2CR 48/78

48–78

1000

200–2000

31200

S2CR 42/65

42–65

1000

200–2000

31200

S2CR 18/34

18–34

3500

200–2000 / 6000

13900

S2CR 15/27

15–27

6000

200–6000

9.2

S2CR 12/24

13–24

6000

200–6000

9.2

S2CR 7/17

7–17

6000 / 10000

200–6000 / 10000

6900

S2CM 48/78

48–78

1000

200, 2000

31200

S2CM 42/65

42–65

1000

200–2000

3,200

S2CM 18/34

18–34

3500

200, 2000

13900

S2CM 15/27

15–27

6000

200, 2000

9.2

S2CM HS

120–180

300

200, 2000

62500

S2CT 42/65

42–65

100

200

31200

S2CT 18/34

18–34

3500

200

13900

cNODE Modem MiniS
34-180

21–31

1000

4000

6000

cNODE Modem MiniS
34-40V

21–31

4000

4000

6000

UWM1000

26.77–44.62

350

200

17800

UWM2000

26.77–44.62

1200 / 1500

2000 / 4000

17800

UWM2000H

26.77–44.62

1200 / 1500

2000

17800

UWM2200

53.55–89.25

1000

1000 / 2000

35700

UWM3000

7.5–12.5

3000 / 5000

7000

5000

UWM3000H

7.5–12.5

3000 / 6000

2000 / 4000 / 7000

5000

UWM4000

12.75–21.25

4000

3000 / 7000

8500

UWM10000

7.5–12.5

7000 / 10000

2000 / 4000 / 7000

5000

MATS 3G 12kHz

10–15

15000

6000

850 / 2100 / 3600 / 5500 / 7400

MATS 3G 34kHz

30–39

15000

6000

1000 / 3000 / 6400 / 9200 / 13000
/ 16500 / 24600

MODEM6 Transceiver
(Surface)

21–32.5

7000

-

200–9000

MODEM6 Transceiver
(Surface)_1

14–19

12000

-

200–9000

MODEM6 Standard

21–32.5

5000

3000 / 5000

200–9000

ATM-903(OEM)

9–14
16–21
22–27

2000–6000

500 / 2000 / 6000

80 for frequency hopped
140–2400 for MFSK
2560–15360 for PSK

ATM-915/916

9–14
16–21
22–27

2000–6000

500

140–15360

ATM-925/926

9–14
16–21
22–27

2000–6000

2000

140–15360

ATM-965/966

9–14
16–21
22–27

2000–6000

6000

140–15360

Teledyne Marine
(Teledyne Marine, 2020)
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Table 1 Specifications of underwater acoustic telemetry modems (Zia et al., 2021) (Continuation)
Manufacturer

Model

Freq. band
(kHz)

TriTech
(Tritech, 2020)

Micron Modem

20–28

Subnero Pte Ltd
(Subnero Pte Ltd, 2020)

M25M

20–32

3000–5000

8–11

15000

25–40

15000

TUUM-6

1–60

37000

UT2200

8.087–42

-

-

-

UT3000

1–60

-

-

-

Thales
(Thales, 2020)
Wärtsilä ELAC Nautik
(Wärtsilä)
(Wartsila, 2020)

TUUM-5

Comm. range
(m)
500

Operating depth
(m)

Baud rate
(bps)

150
-

40
15000

200

Fig. 1 Acoustic telemetry modem frequency chart
of commercial acoustic telemetry modems are concentrated in the 10–

the tracking-target vehicle, the acoustic signals are transmitted and

30 kHz band because underwater acoustic signals propagate most
smoothly in this band. As shown in Fig. 2, the communication range of
the commercial acoustic telemetry modems is mostly around 5 km,

received between the underwater acoustic sensors at both ends. The
system can be linked to a satellite navigation system to track the
absolute position of an object.

and a small number of long-range acoustic telemetry models of 10 km
or longer exists. Remarkably, Thales TUMM-6 has a communication
range of 37 km. Fig. 3 illustrates a graph for the operating depths of the

Acoustic positioning systems are essential for tracking the position
of underwater vehicles, such as underwater robots, and, based on the
tracking method, acoustic positioning systems are classified as long

commercial underwater acoustic telemetry modems distributed
randomly according to the product characteristics and purpose, and it
can be seen that a maximum operating depth of 10 km is achievable.

baseline (LBL), short baseline (SBL), and ultrashort baseline (USBL).
LBL refers to estimating the position by installing the baseline at a
fixed position on the seabed and measuring the slant range from the

2.2 Acoustic Positioning Systems
An acoustic positioning system tracks the relative position of a

widely spaced transponder. SBL refers to estimating the position by
installing the baseline at a fixed position on the seabed and measuring
the relative arrival time from three or more transponders installed on a

vehicle being tracked. Generally, an underwater acoustic sensor,
which becomes a baseline, is installed on the ship or seabed, and after
installing underwater acoustic sensors for response (transponders) on

ship (Vickery, 1998). USBL involves estimating the position by
installing the baseline on a ship or an underwater vehicle that performs
the role of the mother ship and measuring the relative phase of the

Survey of Acoustic Frequency Use for Underwater Acoustic Cognitive Technology

Fig. 2 Acoustic telemetry modem communication range
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Fig. 3 Acoustic telemetry modem operating depth
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acoustic signals received using the array sensors embedded in the
single transponder (Soppet, 2011).
Table 2 lists the specifications of product models for different

positioning system models use SSBL, USBL, and LBL
simultaneously, and many models also use USBL and acoustic
telemetry functions simultaneously. In Table 2, the field of view

acoustic positioning system manufacturers. Numerous acoustic

indicates the angle for the zone where the acoustic positioning system

Table 2 Specifications of acoustic positioning systems
Manufacturer

Evologics
(Evologics, 2020)

Kongsberg
(Kongsberg, 2020)

Sonardyne
(Sonardyne, 2020)

iXBlue
(iXBlue, 2020).

Model

Freq. band (kHz)

Field of view (degree)

Operating range (m)

S2C R 7/17W

7–17

hemispherical

8000

S2C R 7/17D

7–17

80

10000

S2C R 7/17

7–17

hemispherical

8000

S2C R 12/24

13–24

70

6000

S2C R 15/27

15–27

120

6000

S2C R 18/34H

18–34

hemispherical

3000

S2C R 18/34

18–34

Horizontally Omni

3500

S2C R 42/65

42–65

100

1000

S2C R 48/78

48–78

Horizontally Omni

1000

S2C M HS

12–180

Omni

300

HiPAP 502

21–31

200

5000

HiPAP 452

21–31

120

5000

HiPAP 352

21–31

120

5000

HiPAP 352P

21–31

120

4000

HiPAP 102

10–15

120

10000

MicroPAP 200

0.005–0.1

160

4000

MicroPAP 200-NEL

21–31

160

995

MicroPAP 201-2

21–31

160

4000

MicroPAP 201-3

21–31

160

4000

MicroPAP 201-3-NEL

21–31

160

995

MicroPAP 201-H

21–31

160

4000

AVTRAK 6
Type8220-3111

19–34

Omni

3000

AVTRAK 6
Type8220-7212

19–34

Directional

7000

Dunker 6
Type8309.1351

21–32.5

Omni

1000

Dunker 6
Type8309.1353

21–32.5

Directional

1000

Dunker 6
Type8309.1355

14–19

Omni

1000

Dunker 6
Type8309.1356

14–19

Directional

1000

HPT 5000/7000
Type8142-001

19–34

180

7000

HPT 5000/7000
Type8142-002

19–34

180

7000

GYRO IUSBL

19–34

180

7000

Marker 6

19–34

Omni, 260

4000

Posidonia

8–18

70, 100

10000

Posidonia2

8–14

70, 100

10000

Gaps M5

20–30

200

995

Gaps M7

20–30

200

4000

Ramses

18–36

Omni

4000
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Table 2 Specifications of acoustic positioning systems (Continuation)
Manufacturer

Applied Acoustic
Engineering
(Applied Acoustic
Engineering, 2020).

LinkQuest
(LinkQuest, 2020)

Teledyne Marine
(Teledyne Marine, 2020)

Model

Freq. band (kHz)

Field of view (degree)

Operating range (m)

Easytrak
Nexus2
EZT-2886-N

18–32

180

995

Easytrak
Nexus2
EZT-2886-C

18–32

180

2000

Easytrak
Nexus2
EZT-2780-N

18–32

150

995

Easytrak
Nexus2
EZT-2780-C

18–32

150

3000

120–150

1000

120

5000

TrackLink 1500

31–43.2

TrackLink 5000

14.2–19.8

TrackLink 1000

7.5–12.5

90–120

11000

USBL DAT

9–14

Omni (toroidal)

6000

USBL DAT

16–21

Omni (toroidal)

4000

USBL DAT

22–27

Omni (toroidal)

2000

LBL SM-975

9–14

hemispherical

10000

LBL SM-975

16–21

hemispherical

10000

LBL SM-975

22–27

hemispherical

Advanced Navigation
(Advanced Navigation, 2020)

Subsonus

30

300 (hemispherical)

1000

Blueprint Subsea
(Blueprint Subsea, 2020)

SeaTrac X150

24–32

-

1000

Fig. 4 Acoustic positioning system frequency chart
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Fig. 5 Acoustic positioning system operating depth
can operate. In an acoustic positioning system, multiple transducers

geological characteristics, installing and repairing submarine pipes

are structured in an array, producing acoustic signals, and the
combination of the beam pattern of each transducer signal determines
the system’s operating range. The field of view value―the beamwidth

and cables, securing views of underwater vehicles, and other
underwater operations.
Table 3 lists the specifications of product models for each

of the combined acoustic signals―is the half-power beamwidth of the
acoustic signals in general and indicates the beamwidth from the
maximum acoustic strength to an acoustic signal strength of -3 dB

commercial MBES manufacturer. In the beamwidth of the sound wave
generated by MBES, “x” indicates the horizontal x vertical
beamwidth, which ranges from 0.5°–5°. In the beamwidth column in

lower. Fig. 4 illustrates the frequency band distribution of the acoustic
positioning systems, and similar to the underwater acoustic telemetry
modems, the primary frequency bands are concentrated between 10–30

Table 3, the listed beamwidth values, such as 1°, 2°, and 3°, can be
selectively used according to the resolution required in the
corresponding frequency band, and, as the beamwidth becomes

kHz. As depicted in Fig. 5, the acoustic systems have various
operating ranges from 300–11000 m.

narrower, the resolution increases. However, the number of sound
waves generated by the MBES also increases. Therefore, the
beamwidth increases in the low-frequency band and decreases in the

2.3 Multi Beam Echo-Sounders (MBES)
MBES is a system that emits hundreds of sound waves
simultaneously and receives the reflected waves from the seabed to

high-frequency band. As shown in Fig. 6, 10–1000 kHz is used as the
frequency band of MBES, and the primary frequency bands used are
between 200–500 kHz, which are high-frequency bands compared to

create an automated topographical map on a computer. It measures the
distance of an obstacle at each angle. MBES is used in exploring
seabed topography, searching for sunken ships, identifying submarine

those of the communication or navigation systems. Fig. 7 illustrates
the operating depths of MBES, which are distributed variously from
100–11000 m.
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Table 3 Specifications of MBESs
Manufacturer

R2onic
(R2onic, 2020)

Kongsberg
(Kongsberg, 2020)

Wärtsilä ELAC
Nautik (Wärtsilä)
(Wartsila, 2020)

Imagenex
(Imagenex, 2020)

Teledyne Marine
(Teledyne Marine,
2020)

Model

Freq. band (kHz)

Beam width (degree)

Immersion depth (m)

Sonic 2020

700
200–450

2°x 2° at 450 kHz
4°x4°at 20 0kHz,

100 /
4000 (Opt.)

Sonic 2022

700
170–450

0.9°x 0.9° at 450 kHz
2°x2°at 200 kHz,

100 / 4000 & 6000 (Opt.)

Sonic 2024

700
170–450

0.45°x 0.9° at 450 kHz
1°x2°at 200 kHz,

-

Sonic 2026

100
90

Sonic 2026

170–450

0.45°x 0.9° at 450 kHz
1°x1°at 200 kHz,
2°x2°a t90 kHz,

EM 2040 single RX

200–400

0.4°, 0.7°

EM 2040 dual RX

200–400

0.4°, 0.7°

600

EM 2040c single head

200–400

1°

490

EM 2040C dual head

200–400

1°

490

EM 2040P

200–400

1°

510

EM 712

40–100

-

100 / 4000 (Opt.)

600

0.25°, 0.5°,1°, 2°

3600

EM 302

30

0.5°,1°, 2°, 4°

7000

EM 122

12

0.5°, 1°, 2°

11000

M3

500

3°

Seabeam 3050

50

1°, 1.5°, 3°

3500

Seabeam 3030

26

1°, 1.5°, 3°

7500

50

Seabeam 3012

12

1°, 2°

11000

Seabeam 3020

20

1°, 2°

9000

837BXi Delta T1000

260

3°, 1.5°, 0.75°

1000

837BXi Delta T300

260

3°, 1.5°, 0.75°

300

837AXi

165

3°, 1.5°, 0.75°

6000

DT102Xi

675

3°, 1.5°, 0.75°

300

DT101Xi

240

3°, 1.5°, 0.75°

300

DT360

675

3°, 1.5°, 0.75°

1000

965A 1100

1100

1.5°

2000

965A

675

1.5°

2000

965

260

1.5°

300

965

675

1.5°

300

MB1

170–220

4°x 3°

240

MB2

200–460

1.8°x 1.8°

240

SeaBat T20-P

200–400

1°, 2°

575
575

SeaBat T20-R

200–400

1°, 2°

SeaBat T20-R IDH

200–400

1°, 2°

575

SeaBat T50-P

200–400

0.5°, 1°

575

SeaBat T50-R

200–400

0.5°, 1°

575

SeaBat T50-R IDH

200–400

0.5°, 1°

575

SeaBat T50 Extended Range

150/200/400

0.5°, 1°, 1.5°

900

SeaBat 7111

100

1.9°x 1.5°

1000

SeaBat 7160

44

2.0°x 1.5°

3000

HydroSweep MD50

52–62

0.5°, 0.75°, 1°, 1.5°

2500

HydroSweep MD30

24–30

1°, 1.5°, 3°

7000

HydroSweep DS

14–16

0.5°, 1°, 2°

11000

Parasound M D, P35, P70

18–24

4.5°x 5.0°

11000
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Fig. 6 MBES frequency chart

Fig. 7 MBES immersion depth
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2.4 Side-Scan Sonars (SSS)
SSS systems use a towing fish to generate sound waves in the left and
right directions underwater and receive the reflected waves to create an

an obstacle at each angle. Occasionally, SSS systems simultaneously
perform the bathymetry function of measuring the underwater depth in
the sea; examples include EdgeTech’s 6205 bath model and

automated topographic map on a computer. It measures the distance of

Sonardyne’s SOLSTICE model. Table 4 lists the specifications of

Table 4 Specifications of SSSs
Manufacturer

Model

Freq. band
(kHz)

Depth rating
(m)

Operating
range
(m)

Beam width
(horizontal)
degree

Beam width
(vertical)
degree

dual/tri simultaneous
Freq.(kHz)

2000 series

100

300, 2000, 3000
depending on
tow fish

500

1.08

-

100 / 400

2001 series

300

-

230

0.6

-

300 / 600

2002 series

400

-

150

0.56

-

100 / 400

2003 series

600

-

120

0.26

-

300 / 600

-

-

-

75 / 120
75 / 410

-

-

-

100 / 400

500

-

-

75 / 120

300

300

-

-

300 / 600

400

-

-

-

100 / 400

410

200

-

-

75 / 410

230

-

-

-

230 / 850

540

150

-

-

230 / 540 / 1600

600

-

-

-

300 / 600
600 / 1600

850

75

-

-

230 / 850

75
100
120

2205 sonars

EdgeTech
(EdgeTech,
2020)

1600

35

-

-

600 / 1600

120

500

0.68

50

120 / 410 / 850

230
2300 combined

2000 (3000 m
optional)

300

0.5

50

230 / 540 / 850

410

200

0.3

50

120 / 410 / 850

540

150

0.26

50

230 / 540 / 850

850

75

0.2

50

120 / 410 / 850
230 / 540 / 850

1250

1.3

75

75 / 410

500

1.1

75

120 / 410

150

0.75

75

75 / 410
120 / 410

75
2400 specials

options to
6000 m

120

options to
6000 m

410

4125 High Res.

4205 multi

400

200

150

0.46

50

400 / 900

600

-

120

0.33

50

600 / 1600

900

-

75

0.28

50

400 / 900

1600

-

35

0.2

50

600 / 1600

120

2000

600

0.7

50

120 / 410 / 850
120 / 410

230

2000

350

0.44

50

230 / 540 / 850
230 / 850

410

2000

200

0.28

50

120 / 410 / 850
120 / 410

540

2000

150

0.26

50

230 / 540 / 850
230 / 540

850

2000

90

0.23

50

230 / 540 / 850
230 / 850
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Table 4 Specifications of SSSs (Continuation)
Manufacturer

Model

6205 bath

Imagenex
(Imagenex,
2020)

Freq. band
(kHz)

Depth rating
(m)

Operating
range
(m)

Beam width
(horizontal)
degree

Beam width
(vertical)
degree

dual/tri simultaneous
Freq.(kHz)

230

100

250

0.54

-

230/540 with 540kHz Bath
230/540 with 230kHzBath

550

100

150

0.36

-

540/1600 with 540kHz Bath
540/850 with 540 kHz Bath

850

100

75

0.29

-

540/850 with 540kHz Bath
540/1600 with 540kHz Bath

1600

100

35

0.2

-

BlackFin 1100

1100

1000

-

0.25

60

120

1000

500

1

60

878 RGB

260

1000

300

1

60

540

1000

120

1

60

260

1000

300

1

60

540

1000

120

0.5

60

330

30

120

1.8

60

single

878
SportScan

YellowFin

30

0.7

30

330/800 dual

300

200

2.2

75

260/330/800 Tri. Freq.

330

300

200

1.8

60

800

300

200

0.7

30
50

550–1000

100

100 @550
kHz

0.5

Sonardyne
(Sonardyne,
2020)

SOLSTICE

725–775

300

200

0.15

100

2000

500

1

SeaKing
AUV/ROV
SeaKing Towfish
Tritech
(Tritech, 2020)

Innomar
(Innomar, 2020)

260/540 dual or single

260

PulSAR

CM2

120/260/540 Tri. Freq.
simultaneous

800

Kongsberg
(Kongsberg,
2020)

C-MAX
(C-MAX, 2020)

-

-

with bathymetry
90

100/325 dual

90

325/780 dual
100/325 dual

325

2000

150

0.3

780
325

2000

50

0.2

90

325/780 dual

4000

200

1

30

-

675

4000

100

0.5

30

-

325

40

200

1.7

30

-

675

40

100

1

30

-

SeaKing Towfish
SK150

150

120

350

1.4

60

-

StarFish 450F

450

50

100

1.7

60

-

StarFish 450H

450

50

100

1.7

60

-

StarFish 452F

450

50

100

0.8

60

-

StarFish AUV

450

300

100

0.5

60

-

StarFish 990F

1000

50

35

0.3

60

-

SES-2000 sss

100

50

0.9

35

-

product models for each SSS system manufacturer. SSS systems use
dual or triple frequency bands simultaneously. In Table 4, “230/540
with 540 kHz Bath” shown for the 6205 bath model means that SSS and

bands of SSS are distributed between 75–1600 kHz, and the primary
frequency bands are concentrated between 100–1000 kHz. The
horizontal beamwidth of SSS is distributed between 0.26°–1.8°, and the

bathymetry functions are performed simultaneously by using
dual-frequency bands of 230 and 540 kHz for SSS and a frequency
band of 540 kHz for bathymetry. As illustrated in Fig. 8, the frequency

vertical beamwidth is distributed between 30°–90°. Fig. 9 illustrates the
operating ranges of SSS, and SSS systems operate in various ranges
from 35–1250 m.
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Fig. 8 SSS frequency chart

Fig. 9 SSS operating range
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2.5 Sub-Bottom Profilers (SBP)
SBP systems generate low-frequency sound waves to a submergedbody underwater and receive the reflected waves from the seabed to

Table 5 lists the specifications of product models for each SBP
manufacturer. As shown in Fig. 10, SBP uses the primary frequency band
(generally 90–110 kHz) and the secondary frequency band (≤ 30 kHz)

create a topographic map and sub-bottom profiles on a computer. It is
used to investigate submerged artifacts, explore buried naval mines,
and investigate marine and inland water geology, the conditions of

simultaneously. The frequency bands are lower than 120 kHz, which is
comparatively lower than those of MBES or SSS. Moreover, SBP
produces the loudest noise among the acoustic equipment, which may

buried submarine pipelines and cables, and marine and inland water
sub-bottom profiles.

interfere with other acoustic equipment. Fig. 11 illustrates the operating
depths of SBP, which are distributed variously between 30–11000 m.

Table 5 Specifications of SBPs
Manufacturer

EdgeTech
(EdgeTech, 2020)

Model

Freq. band (kHz)

Operating depth (m)

2000-ccs

0.5–12

3000

2000-dss

2–16

3000
3000

2000-tvd

1–10

2205 DW-424

4–24

6000

2205 DW-216

2–16

6000

2205 DW-106

1–10

6000

2300 4xDW-106

1–10

6000

2400 DW-106

1–10

6000

2400 DW-216

2–16

6000

2400 DW-424

4–24

6000

3300 (2x2 array)

2–16

300

3300 (3x3 array)

2–16

1500

330 0(4x4 array)

2–16

3000

3300 (5x5 array)

2–16

5000

3300 (triangle)

1–10

1500

3300 (“dice 5”)

1–10

3000

1–10

5000

90–110

100

3300 (hexagonal)
SES-2000 smart
SES-2000 compact
SES-2000 light
SES-2000 standard
SES-2000 quattro (4array)
Innomar
(Innomar, 2020)

SES-2000 quattro (single)
SES-2000 sixpack (6array)
SES-2000 sixpack (single)
SES-2000 medium-100
SES-2000 medium-70
SES-2000 deep-36

5–15
85–115

400

2–22
85–115

400

2–22
85–115

500

2–22
85–115

30

2–22
85–115

500

2–22
85–115

30

2–22
85–115

1000

2–22
85–115

2000

2–22
60–80

2500

0.5–15
30–42
1–10

6000
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Table 5 Specifications of SBPs (Continuation)
Manufacturer

Model
SES-2000 deep-15

Innomar
(Innomar, 2020)

SES-2000 ROV
SES-2000 AUV

iXBlue
(iXBlue, 2020)

10–20

11000

0.5–5.5
85–115

1000/2000

4–22
85–115

2000

4–18

Echoes 1500

0.5–2.5

400

1.7–5.5

shallow

Echoes 3500 T3

1.7–5.5

Continental

Echoes 3500 T7

1.7–5.5

deep

Echoes 5000

2–6

6000

5–15

shallow

15–21

11000

TOPAS PS 18
TOPAS PS 40

Fig. 10 SBP frequency chart

Operating depth (m)

Echoes 3500 T1

Echoes 10000

Kongsberg
(Kongsberg, 2020)

Freq. band (kHz)

TOPAS PS 120

0.5–6
35–45
1–10

2000

70–100

2–500

2–30

400

SBP 27

2–9

11000

SBP120

2.5–6.5

11000

SBP300

2.5–6.5

11000

GeoPulse

2–12

3000

GeoPulse Plus

1.5–18

2000–4000
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Fig. 11 SBP operating depth

3. Frequencies Used by Marine Animals

summarizes the frequency ranges and the dominant frequency ranges

The spatial characteristics of major habits or ecological
characteristics of marine animals should be considered to determine

used by marine animals that communicate using sound waves. As
shown in Fig. 12, underwater marine animals generate frequencies in
the 0.01–170 kHz band, and the dominant frequencies are below 20

whether the frequency bands of marine animals using sound waves are
available spatiotemporally. However, it is skipped in this study
because it is outside the research scope, and we will only deal with the

kHz. These frequencies match the primary frequency bands generated
by UAE, such as underwater acoustic modems and acoustic
positioning systems, which may cause communication collisions

status of the frequency bands used by marine animals. Table 6

between acoustic equipment and marine animals.

Table 6 Frequencies used by marine animals (National Research Council, 2000)
Species

Frequency range (kHz)

Dominant frequencies (kHz)

Gray Whale (adults)

0.02–2

0.02–1.2

Gray Whale (calf clicks)

0.1–20

3.4–4

Humpback Whale

0.03–8

0.12–4

Finback Whale

0.014–0.75

0.02–0.04

Mink Whale

0.04–2

0.06–0.14

Southern Right Whale

0.03–2.2

0.05–0.5

Bowhead Whale

0.02–3.5

0.1–0.4

Blue Whale Pacific

0.01–0.39

0.016–0.024

Blue Whale Atlantic

-

0.01–0.02

Sperm Whale (clicks)

0.1–30

2–16

White Whale (whistles)

0.26–20

2–5.9
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Table 6 Frequencies used by marine animals (National Research Council, 2000) (Continuation)
Species

Frequency range (kHz)

White Whale (clicks)

40–120

Killer Whale (whistles)

1.5–18

Dominant frequencies (kHz)
6–12

Killer Whale (clicks)

1.2–25

-

Long-finned pilot whale (whistle)

1–8

-

Bottlenose dolphin (whistles)

0.8–24

3.5–14.5

Bottlenose dolphin (clicks)

1–150

30–130

Atlantic white-sided dolphin (whistle)

3–20

-

Common dolphin (whistle)

3–20

-

Harbor porpoise (clicks)

110–170

-

Gray seal

0.1–40

0.1–10

Cusk eel (chatter)

1.098–1.886

-

Cusk eel (drumming)

0.1–0.5

-

Cusk eel (knocks, clicks)

0.038–5

-

Fig. 12 Marine animal sound frequency chart

4. Conclusion
In this study, we investigated and analyzed the frequency bands
used by commercial products for each manufacturer of UAE according
to the purpose of use. Moreover, we also investigated the frequency
bands used by marine animals that communicate using sound waves.

Fig. 13 illustrates a graph that summarizes and illustrates the primary
frequency bands used by each piece of equipment and the dominant
frequency bands of marine animals. The frequency bands illustrated in
Fig. 13 are the frequency bands of equipment and marine animals that
are within 80% of the minimum and maximum frequency range for
each marine animal and acoustic equipment type investigated. As
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Fig. 13 The frequency bands for the acoustic equipment and marineanimals
shown in Fig. 13, the frequencies overlap most in the mid-frequency
range (10–40 kHz) because both acoustic equipment and marine
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in which ,  , and  represent the location (“Shift” in figures), scale, and shape parameters, respectively.
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Table 1 Tables should be placed in the main text near to the first time they are cited
Item

Buoyancy riser
1)

Segment length (m)

370

Outer diameter (m)

1.137

Inner diameter (m)

0.406

Dry weight (kg/m)

697
2

Bending rigidity (N·m )

1.66E8

Axial stiffness (N)

7.098E9

Inner flow density (kg·m3)

881

2

Seabed stiffness (N/m/m )

6,000

1)

Tables may have a footer.

3.4 Figures
Figures should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals. Each figure should be fully titled. All the illustrations should be of high
quality meeting with the publishing requirement with legible symbols and legends. All figures should be referred to in the texts. They should be
referred to in the text as, for example, Fig. 1, or Figs. 1–3.

(a) Description of what is
contained in the first panel

(b) Description of what is
contained in the first panel

Fig. 1 Schemes follow the same formatting. If there are multiple panels, they should be listed as: (a) Description of what is contained in the first
panel; (b) Description of what is contained in the second panel. Figures should be placed in the main text near to the first time they are cited
3.5 How to Describe the References in Main Texts
All references should be listed at the end of the manuscripts, arranged in order of Alphabet. References in texts follow the American
Psychological Association (APA) style. The exemplary form of listed references is as follows:
Single author: (Kim, 1998) or Kim (1998)
Two authors: (Kim and Lee, 2000) or Kim and Lee (2000)
Three or more authors: (Kim et al., 1997) or Kim et al. (1997)
Two or more papers: (Lee, 1995a; Lee, 1995b; Ryu et al., 1998)
Year unknown: (Kim, n.d.) or Kim (n.d.)

4. Results
This section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise description of the experimental results, their interpretation
as well as the experimental conclusions that can be drawn. Tables and figures are recommended to present the results more rapidly and easily. Do
not duplicate the content of a table or a figure with in the Results section. Briefly describe the core results related to the conclusion in the text when
data are provided in tables or in figures. Supplementary results can be placed in the Appendix.

5. Discussion
Authors should discuss the results and how they can be interpreted in perspective of previous studies and of the working hypotheses. The
findings and their implications should be discussed in the broadest context possible. Future research directions may also be highlighted
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6. Conclusions
This section can be added to the manuscript.
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